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ÀBSTRACT

Resistances of uncleaned wheat, cleaned wheat, and cleaned bar-

ley to airflow were evaluated in two test bins (1.830 m by 1.830 m by

1.830 m) that were designed !o represent a small section of a large

commercial storage structure. Effects of two filling methods: layer

fitl (moving spout) and end fill (fixed spout), and two airflow di-

rections : horizontal and vertical were studied. The airflows, sup-

plied by a centrifugal fan, were measured with a standard orifice me*

ter. The resistance data: static pressure drop per unit bed

thickness versus airflow per unit cross-sectional area' h3/s)/n',

which is simplified to air velocity, n/s (range : 0.00335 Lo 0.275

n/sl, were fitted to two common equations found in the literature.

Statistical tests showed that one equation could be fitted to the

data with iess error than the other.

It was illustrated lhrough photographs that long kernels and

dockage tend to lie with their major axes horizontal. The resistance

in the horizontal direction was 31 to 117 e. less than the resistance

in the vertital direition for the same filling melhod. The in-bulk

densities and airflow resistances of grains with layer fill were sig-

nificantly higher (o=0.05) lhan those with the end fi11. The airflow

resistance of uncleaned wheat (1.5 e" dockage) was significantly high-

er (o=0.05) than the resistance of cleaned wheat (0.12 e" dockage).

At an arbitrary cbosen air velocily of 0.0767 n/s, the theoretical
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air-pofler requirement ras 31 lo 117 e" higher for airflow in the ver-

tical direction than that in the horizontal direction for the same

filling method. Similarly at the same air velocity (0.0261 m/s), ttre

air-power requirement was 29 to ?6 eo higher for layer fill than for

end fill for the same airflow direction in all three test grains.

-1V-
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

Over 90 Mt of grain and oilseeds are stored annually in eleva-

tors and on farms in Canada (Ànonymous 1982). The quality of grain

removed from storage depends on the quality of the incoming grain and

the storage environment. The relative humidity of the surrounding

air, grain moisture content, and temperature of optimum storage are

well defined for different grains (xreyger 1972r. To maintain the

quatity of grain, it is frequently necessary to provide aeration with

low flow rates (1.00 to 2.00 ß,/s)/n3, Friesen et al,1982) of near-

ambient temperature air through the stored grains. Àeration limits

biological activity by cooling the grain and prevents moisture migra-

tion by maintaining a relatively uniform temperature throughout the

grain mass (Brooker et aI. 1974). When grain has a high moisture

content, it should be brought to a'Iow moisture leveL to preserve its

guality. This is accomplished by drying the grain with air at either

anbient or higher temperatures. !{hen ventilating grain, it is impor-

tant that an uniform airflow distribution is produced throughout the

grain mass. Uneven airflow distribution in the grain mass and also

inadequate airflow rate could result in grain spoilage or in wastage

of energy.

The ÀSAE Yearbook (¡S¡n 1983a) publishes a number of graphs on

resistance to airflor¡ through grains, seeds, and storage components
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(appendix e). These graphs give airflow resistance of a loose fill
of clean, relatively dry grain. Many designers estimate the airflow

resistance, as measured by staLic pressure drop through grain, of dry

and sometimes also of high moisture grain using these graphs (Haque

et at. 1982). An estimation of airflow resistance under field condi-

tions is fundamental to the design of grain ventilation systems.

The flow of air lhrough beds has been exLensively studied and

still is a topic of continuing interest. Comprehensive theoretical

analyses, such as of Bakker-Arkema et aI. (1969), supported by exten-

sive experimental measurements have been published. However, Iittle
i'nformation is available on the directional variation of the airflow

resistance of grain beds. The tendency of long kernels to 1ie with

major axes of individual grains horizontal is readily observed (La-

mond and Smith 1982). Consequently in ventilating large masses of

grain, it is likely that a different porosity and pathway configura-

tion is presented horizontally and vertically causing a variation in

the airflow resistance in each direction. Lamond and Smith (1982]'

found that in a bed of Midas barley, air flowed more readily in the

horizontal direction than in the vertical direction. They also spec-

ulated on the possibility of variable resistance in the horizonlai

and vertical directions for all long grains.

The objective of this study was to determine directional depen-

dency of airflow resistance, which is required to design systems

having airflow in the horizontal direction, and to determine if there

v¡as an advantage in having horizontal flow rather than vertical flow.

Àirflow resistance is dependent on many factors. The interactions of
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bin filling method and dockage with this directional variation of re-

sistance nere inclucled in this study. I{heat and barley ïere selected

because they are major crops of Canada. Às both central spouts ancl

mechanical grain spreaders are commonly used for filling a full size

bin, these two filling methods ¡rere simulated in the laboratory to

determine their effects on airflow resistance. To deternine the ef-

fect of dockage on airflow resistance, uncleaned wheat and cleaned

wheat were used. Also, a theoretical evaluation of air-power re-

quirenents to pass air through the test grains for two different air-

flow directions, viz. horizontal and vertical, and the trro filling

methods was performed.



Chapter II

REVIEVI OF TITERATURE

)1 RESISTANCE TO ÀIRFLOW

'1 Definition¿ 1

When air is passed through a bed of granular particles such as

grains, each particle offers some resisLance. This resistance is

measured usually in terms of the decrease in static pressure (pa)

across the bed thickness (m).

It has been a practice to express the airflow in terms of the

airflow per unit cross-sectional area of grain bed, h3/s)/*', which

can be reduced to superficial velocity, m/s. t shall be referring to

it as air velocity (m/s) throughout the text.

2.1.2 Graphical Representations of the Data

The dala obtained relative to the resistance of agricultural

products to airflow has been presented in three Y¡ays. Both pressure

drop (ea/n\ anil air velocity h/s) have been used as independent

variables. The iirst approach was introduced by Shedd (1951) and the

second by Hukill and Ives (1955). The graph prepared by Shedd (1953)

is now referred to as Shedd's Chart (¡S¡n 1983a). Both types of

presentations have been used numerous times (Sheldon et aI. 1960; Hu-

sain and Ojha 1969; Àgrawal and Chand 1974i Haque et al. 1978; Chang

-4-



et al. 1983;

1981).

5

Chuma et al. 1983) since their introduciion (Segerlind

Ànother type of graphical presentation is the stalic pressure

drop (Pa) versus bed thickness (m) at several air velocities (Rao et

al. 1976¡ Friesen et aI. 1982).

Since I am setting airflow rate and then measuring the resultant

pressure drop across the grain bed, the data will be sbown graphical-

1y with air velocity as the independent variable. The resistance

dala give nearly a straight line after log-transformation is per-

formed on both variables.

2.2 FACTORS AFFECTING THE RESISTÀNCE TO AiRFLO}I

2.2,1 Bulk Density

Bulk density of agricultural products depends on its type, vari-

eLy, spoilage condition, moisture content, method of fi11ing, bed

thickness, and dockage present. The effect of bulk density on air-

flow resistance could be understood in terms of bed porosity which

depends on bulk density and kernel density of the product (Haque et

al. 1982). Since air must move through voids in stored grains, the

grain with larger volume of voids will present lower resistance lo

airflow (Patterson et at. 1971¡ Stephens and Foster 1978). Damp

grains have lower bulk density than those of dry grain (Lawton and

Marchant 1980, Thompson and Ross 1983, both cited by Versavel and

Britton 1984; Haque et al. 1982; Browne 1962). The effect of mois-

ture content on bulk density is more than on kernel densíty, and
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Lherefore the damp grain has more porosity and offers less resistance

(Haque et al. 1 982 ) .

Filling procedures al-so give a wide variation in bulk density

and thus¡ affect the airflorc resistance (Sec. 2.3). Henderson (1943)

found that sett,ting produced by shaking and tamping of the grain in-

creased the bulk density and resistance to airflow. Shedd (1953) ob-

tained a more densely packed bed by tapping the bin v¡alls with a

wooden mallet (Sec. 2.3.2) and reported similar results. Martineau

and Britton (1982) demonstrated that the bulk density of grain in a

receiver depends on lhe height from which grain falls. Àn increase

in height from 0.650 to 3.600 m produced an increase in mean bulk

density of wheat from 79? to 811 kg/nt under test conditions. They

also reported that the bulk density varies wiLh receiver dimensions.

Lat.er Versavel and Britton (1984) found that height of falI, dockage

and delivery rate into storage have an effect on in-bin bulk density

of wheat.

The effects on airflow resistance of size and shape of kernels,

moisture content, dockage, and bed thickness are discussed in detail

in the following sections.

2.2,2 Size and Shape of the Kernels

Henderson (1943) separated test corn (9.6 e" moisture conlent) on

the basis of shape anil size of the kernels. Kernels weighing 24.4 g

per hundred kernels al]owed 93 % as nuch air to pass as did larger

kernels weighing 32.0 g per hundred for lhe same bed thickness (and
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presunably same plenum pressure). Rectanguiar to round kernels

weighing 33.0 g per hundred offered more resistance to airflow than

smaller round kernels weighing only 31.0 I per hundred.

Lamond and Smith (1982) observed that long grain, such as barley

tend to lie with their major axes horizontally and found a difference

between the resistances for air flowing horizontally and for air

flowing vertically. They also speculated the extension of this dif-

ference to all long kernel grains.

2,2,3 Moisture Content

Conflicting results on the effect of moisture content on airflow

resistance of agricultural products have been reported by several au-

thors (SneAA 1953; Patterson et aI.1971; Akritidis and Siatras 1979¡

Farmer et al.1981; Haque et ai,1982; Chuma et a1. 1983). Patterson

et al. (1971) observed an increase of roughly 25 eo in airflow resis-

tance at 0.400 m/s air velocity of a packed bed of corn (porosity of

43 e") when the moisture content was increased from 16 to 19 eo. But

it was not greatly affected by moisture contents between 19 to 24 vo

keeping lhe porosity (43 %) same. For navy beans, they reported a

decrease of 60 eo in airflow resistance with an increase in moisture

content (15 to 25 e,) al same air velocity, however, t,he porosity

changed frorn 39 % to 41 eo, Their work was not in agreement with

Shedd (1953) who made a general staternent that the airflow resislance

fcr a given airflow rate is less for a lot of grain at 20 e" or higher

moisture content than for the same lot of grain and lhe same filling

method after drying to lower moisture content, but was in agreement
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h'ith data published on corn at different moisture contents

thies (1956, cited by Patterson et al. 1971\. Further, Chuma et al.

(1983) found that for rough rice, r¡heat, and corn' the airfLow resis-

tance increased with an increase in moisture content. Haque et aI.

(1982) determined that the resistance to airflow through clean wheat,

sorghum, and shelled corn decreased as the moisture content was in-

creased from 12 lo 25 e".

Àkritidis and Siatras (979) stated that the resistance to air*

flow through pumpkin seeds was not significantly affected by mois-

ture content (7 to 44 e") at low air velocities (less lhan 0.166 n/sl,

However at higher air velocities up to 0.417 n/s, airflow resistahce

decreased wilh an increase in moisture content (7 ¡o 30 e") to a mini-

mum (at 30 eo) and then increased (tiff 44 eo moisture content). Simi-

larly, t'armer et al. (1981) reported a decrease in airflow resistance

with an increase in moisture content (18 to 43 c") of bluestem grass

seeds and an increase in moisture content from 48 to 79 e" for the

same air velocity.

2.2.4 Dockaqe

Chor+ and Lapka (1975) aetined dockage as a collective term which

includes broken kernels, weed seeds, chaff, hulls, dirt, and other

foreign materials. Àccording to Canadian Grain Commission (Ànonymous

1973, 1980) :

'Dochage is a material that, by the use of _approved cleaning
equipment cãn be and must be (wi¡tr few exceptions, [Appendix B]l t"-
móveá from grain in order that it can be assigned to the grade for
which it qualifies.'
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Dockage is expressed in terms of percentage of the wet mass. It

depends on the type and quantity of weeds in the fie1d, moisture con-

tent of grain, harvesting equipment and methods, grain hanilling

equipment and methods, and environmental conditions during harvest.

Dockage not only reduces t.he value of grain, but also affects

the physical properties, such as porosity, flow properties, natural

segregation, moisture distribution, and heat transfer; and biological

properties such as micro-organism infection and insect and mite

infestalion. It increases the volume of grain, thus requiring great-

er transportation and storage space (trisvyatskii 1969).

Impurities larger than the kernels normally increase the porosi-

ty of a grain buIk, while smaller materials are easily accommodated

in the spaces between the larger kernels and reduce the porosity

(Henderson 1943; Shedd 1953). The impurities normally present in

grain reduce its fluidity. À high content of light impurities

(straws, chaff, crickets, and grasshoppers) and weed-seeds, with an

adhesive or rough surface¡ [äy reduce fluidity to zero.

When a storage bin or other container is filled with a stream of

granular materials containing a range of particle sizes, natural seg-

regation forms a nonuniform layer of component particles in the mass

due to variation in flow properties of the bulk grain. The large and

heavy grains including impurities, having a high specific aravity and

high lerminal velocity, fall vertically and reach the bottom of silo

or the surface of the mass. Small and shrivelled kernels and light

impurities which have a specific araviLy and terminal velocity lower
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than that of whole kernels faIl slowly; they are thrown by eildy cur-

rents against the silo walls or roll over the surface of the cone

formed by the grain mass. Às a result of this, a few sectors of

grain are formed in the silo differing from each other Lo a marked

extent in their composition (Trisvyatskii 1969). However, Prasad

/1974Ì,, while surveying the horizontal distribution of dockage (any

foreign material including broken kernels in the bulk of grain) in

circular steel bins centrally filled, found no significant difference

in the amount of dockage at his sampling locations across bins of dry

wheat, whereas in bins filled with rapeseed, there rlas a significant

di f ference.

In contrast to Trisvyatskii (1969) and Prasad f974), Van Den-

burg and Bauer (1964) vividly demonstrated through a film (Van Den-

burg and Bauer 1964 ca, cited by by Stephens and Foster 1976) that in

a typical bin system, axially filled (presumably with coal), the ris-

ing apex of the cone leaves a core of fines at the centre and a ring

of the coarsest particles at the outside waII. When the bottom dis-

charge flow is starLed, there wiIl generally be no appreciable move-

ment of the particles at the walI of the bin until the inverse angle

of repose has developed at the centre. This means that the first ma-

terial from the bin will be largely from the core of fines. If the

bin is allowed to empty completely, the last material discharged will

be the heel of coarse particles. Stephens and Foster (t1976, 1978)

found that the amount of fine malerials at the centre under the fill-

ing point was significantly different from the amounts at other loca-

tions in the bin filled wilh grains (sec. 2.3.3). This segregation
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of fine materials causes a wide variation in resistance to airflot¡

within the grain bulk and can result in inadequate drying or aeration

(Henderson 1943i Stephens and Foster 19'16, 1978; Haque et al. 19'18¡

Haque et al. 1981; Friesen et al. 1982). The time and cost of aerat-

ing dry grain are increased by reduced airflow in the areas of high

f ine material segregation.

Haque et aI. (1978) showed that airflow resistance lhrough

shelled corn increases linearly with increased fine material (broken

kernels and other materials lhat will pass through a sieve with

0.0048-m diameler round holes) up lo 20 eo fine material. Patterson

et al. /1971) and Shedd (1953) also reported similar results.

2 .2 .5 Bed Thic kness

Each kernel offers some resislance to airflow, and therefore an

increase in bed thickness results in increased airflow resistance.

Henderson (1943) reported that doubting the bed thickness from 0.600

to 1.200 m yielded an increase in resistance pressure from 80 to 175

Pa i.e, more than twice at 0.'100 m/s air velocity for corn. The po-

rosity in the lower portions of the bulk are smaller due to overbur-

den packing (Siretdon et.aI. 1960), and hence offers more resistance.

Rao et al. f976), Friesen et al. (1982), and Chuma et al. (1983)

presented similar findings.
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2.2.6 Àir Velocity

The airflorv resislance increases more rapidly than an increase

in air velocity. When the resistance data are plotted (Sec. 2.1.2),

the curve shows a trend of convex upward (;indal and Thompson 1971\,

Chuma et aI. (1983) partit,ioned the relationship for corn into two

straight line segments of low and high air velocities. There is no

rational given as to the dividing point. However, there may be a

transition from laminar to turbulent flows. Similar phenomena have

also been reporteo by Àkritidis and Siatras (1979),.lindal and Thomp-

son (971) and Sheldon et aI. ( I 960 ) .

The need for aerating the grain to preserve its quality made it

necessary lo determine the resistance of grain to lovr air velocities.

Gunasekaran et al. (1983) did work on low velocities from 0.001 m/s

to 0.300 m/s, but their work was limited to shallow grain bed thick-

nesses (0.050 lo 0.500 m) of paddy. Sheldon et al. (1960) covered

the range of 0.00025 to 0.A20 n/s for wheat and shelled corn. They

obtained linear relationships between the 1og of airflow resistance

and the 1og of air velocity . 0n this basis, they extrapolated re-

sistance at rates above and below the measured range (¡S¡g 1983a).

2.2.7 Airflow Direction

Resistance to airflow can change r,'ith airflow direction in rela-

tion to orientation of kernels in the bulk grain. tamond and Smith

(1982) correlated the resistance of barley to airflow with traverse

time (ti¡e time required for the air to Lravel from the point it en-
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ters the grain to any point along its flow path) measurement, while

matching predicted and measureC traverse limes using SFo as a tracer

gas to determine optimum height to width ratio to nodify their simu-

lation model. 0n the basis of traverse time measurements, they con-

cluded that the air traveled more readily in the horizontal direction

than in the vertical direction. The airflor¡ resistance vras about 6

to 7 times less for air flowing in horizontal direction lhan for air

flowing in the vertical direction. This difference in airflow resis-

tance was attributed to the tendency of barley kernels to lie with

their major axes horizontal.

2.2.8 Other FacLors

Besides the factors discussed so far, there are other factors

such as temperature, humidity of flowing air, etc. which could affect

the airflow resistance of a grain ventilation syslen.

Shedd (1951) studied the effect of forcing and drawing the air

through the grain mass. Though there was 1.6 % less resistance when

air was drawn through the grain than that when it was forced up with

the sane air velocity, the apparen! saving in po$rer was offset by a

2.0 eo reduction in mass of air drawn through the grain. It rvas not

clearly mentioned whether it was due to Èhe grain or fan-duct system.

When air is moving through a fan, it is heated as a result of

the friction and compression of air in t.he fan (t'tetzger et al. 1980).

The lemperature of air is raised by 1 to 40C which increases the ilry-

ing potential of the air, thus saving the power requirenent (SireAA
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1953). However, this stight change in temperature does not produce

significant difference in airflow resistance. Patterson et a1.

(1971) found that when the tenperature of air flowing through a

packed bed of corn rvas increased from 30 to 490C, the airflow resis-

tance increased as a result of an increase in the equivalent diame-

ters of the bed particles (from 0.00975 to 0.0104 m) and Lhus a de-

crease in lhe porosity of the bed (from 39 to 33 c"). Similar results

were also obtained with navy beans.

2.2.9 Pressure Losses in Àir Supplv System

Pressure losses in the air supply system may result from fan in-

efficiencies, poor duct design, and inadequate perforations in the

floor or in the duct of an aeration or drying systems. Sometimes,

dust deposits and uneven perforations cause widely uneven airflow

(Burrell and Havers 1970, cited by Burrell et aI. 1982). However,

these losses are inportant and their effects should be included in

design criterion as safety factors.

Henderson (1943) studied the resistance of perfcraled steel

sheets with different openings with and without shelled corn. He

presented a curve defining this resistance in terms of equivalent bed

thickness of clean corn, which has been adopted as a standard by ÀSAE

(¡S¡g 1983a). A large number of small perforations is preferred to a

small number of large perforations for the same open area. When

sh'eet openings are about 20 eo or more, no additional resislance to

airflow is produced.
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2.3 FILLING METHODS

2.3.1 Loose Fill

Shedd (1953) introduced the loose fill method and it has been

used by many research workers (Husain and Ojha 1969; Agrawal and

Chand 1974¡ Haque et aI.1982; Chuma et al. 1983). This method has

been recognized as a sÈandard laboratory method (Chang el al. 1983)

as the data presented in Agricultural Engineering Yearbook (eS¡n

1983a) were obtained by this method (SfreAa 1953).

The grain is poured through a funnel, the outlet of which is

hetd just above the grain surface, making sure to raise the funnel

gradually as filling progresses. This method does not, give the same

bulk density in the test bin as would occur in a full size commercial

storage unit (Sec. 2.3.4'),

2.3,2 Packed Fi11

Shedd (1953) also used a packed fill rnethod along with loose

fill. This was obtained by pouring the grain into place from a

height of 0.300 to 0.600 m above the grain surface ¡¡ithout using the

funnel, and then tapping the bin waII with a wooden mallet to settle

the grain after each 0.300 m of depth was added. He speculated that'

at least in some parts of an ordinary bin, the grain would be packed

to about the same bulh density of the packed fill in his test bin.

For example in case of clean wheat (at 1 1.3 %) , the loose fill

produced a bulk density of 798 kg/nt whereas the packed fitl yielded

830 kg/m3, âD increase of about 4.0 eo over loose fill. For clean
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barley (at 11.8 e"), the increase was 598 to 630 kg/nt or about 5.4 eo.

The resistance ratios were 1:1.30 and 1 21.46, respectively for clean

wheat and barley at the same air velocity.

2,3.3 Central Spout FilI

À vertical spout is located at the central top portion of the

bin. The grain fatls fron the spout as a result of gravity, to the

centre of the bin. The rest of the bin fills at the grain's angle of

repose as filling proceecls.

Stephens and Foster fi976, 1978) found that the fine materials

in the centre under the filling point ranged from 11.6 to 24,8 eo

whereas that near the wall ranged from only 1.7 to 2.2 vo in corn,

wheat, and sorghum under test conditions. The segregation of fine

material has been recognized as a major problem for grain handlers,

Uneven dislribution of fine materials can cause nonuniform airflow

distribution which could result in grain spoilage. Another problqm

of this filling methoil is the unleveled top surface which gives nonu-

niform resistance to airflow.

Several techniques have been developed to combat the nonuniform

characterisLics of bin filling (Van Denburg and Bauer 1964¡ Fisher

1973, cited by Stephens and Foster 1976). These techniques usually

involve the provision of internal baffles or multiple discharge

points to recombine lhe segregated fine materials. Friesen el a].

(1982) suggested to unload some grain, 10 to 30 m3 depending on the

size of a bin, from the bin centre to remove accumulated fine materi-
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may then be filled with cLean grain. They fur-

if possible, the better rvay to accomplish it is

periodically as the bin is filled. However,

not sufficient to correct the problems arising

(stephens and Foster 1976),.

2.3.4 Mechanical Grain Spreaders

Mechanical grain spreaders are sometimes used to prevent the

segregation of fine material, although their primary selling poinL

has been that they provide a level fill without hand labour. Ste-

phens and Foster (976) studied lhe effectiveness of two commercially

available rotational grain spreaders' one auger spreader, and also

central spout filling, in producing a uniform distribution of fine

materials within the grain mass. They concluded :

1, The use of mechanical spreaders to fill a bin v¡ith shelled

corn significantly ímproved the uniformity of fine naterial

distribution r+ithin the grain bulk over that obtained with

central spout filling.
2. No significant difference (o=0.05) was observed in the uni-

formity of fine material distribution provided by the various

mechanical spreaders tested.

3. The use of mechanical spreaders significantly increased the

bulk density of lhe corn on an average of 3.7 eo, 12,5 eo, 13.3

eo âDd 19.9 vo for central spout fill, auger spreader, and two

rotational spreaders, respectively, based on the standard bulk

density measured by USDA Grain Grading Test Mass Technique.
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4. The use of mechanical spreaders substantially increased the

airflow resistance (100 to 300 g") of the bulk grain over that

obtained when no spreader was used.

taler, Stephens and Foster (1978) conilucted similar tests with

wheat and sorghum but used only one rotational spreader. The segre-

gation of fine materials which was pronounced when shelled corn was

pLaced in a bin fronr a central spout did not develop in these tests.

The larger difference in size and shape between whole kernels and

fine rnaterials in corn than that in wheat and sorghum may have in-

creased the tendency of the fine naterial to sift into the intergran-

ular spaces between whole kernels of corn. The increases in average

bulk density of wheat and grain sorghum were 3 to 5 eo for central

spout filling and 1 1 Lo 16 e" for mechanical spreader filling as com-

pared with standard bulk density measured by USDA Grain Grading Test

Mass Technique. The bulk density increase in wheat, which had a very

low fine material content (0.21 to 0.22 %), strongly implies that a

part of the increase was the resull of placing the grain in the bin

in a series of thin layers, which allows the kernels lo attain an

orientation that increases the bulk density. Two possible explana-

tions (Stephens and Foster, 1976)' for the increased bulk density of

grains with spreader filling vrere presented. It has been widely ob-

served that mosl granular materials can be conpacted by vibrating the

container in which they are heIil. The shower of the kernels generat-

ed by the spreaders produces a similar effect by vibrating the ker-

nels at and immediately below the instantaneous grain surface. The

kernels are moved under the effect of this vibration until they reach
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a sufficiently stable orientation to prevent further movement. Since

the kernels are added to the pile in very thin layers, perhaps a nom-

inal 0.0025 m per revolution (stephens and Foster , 1976) of the

spreader, such compaction can be quite complele. It is also probable

that the whole kernels fall to the surface faster than does lhe fine

material, thus allowing the voids between the kernels to be filled,

after the whole kernels are in place.

Manual leveling of the cone shaped pile produced by filling from

a cenlral spout increased the airflow resistance by 10 to 12 eo com-

pared with lhe resistance of the pile before it r.ras leve1ed. How-

ever, filling a bin with the grain spreader increased airflow resis-

tances by110 eo in sorghum and 101 eo in wheat than those produced by

filling from the central spout.

Chang et al. (1981) developed a self-propelled rotational type

4-trough grain spreader and then compared ils performance with the

commercially available 2-trough spreader and the central spout fill-

ing. The A-trough grain spreader requi,red no electric power to oper-

ate. Grain damage caused by this spreader was not significantly dif-

ferent from that caused by central spout filling. The average bulk

density of corn transferred to the bin was highest for the 2-trough

spreader (817 kg/m3) and lowest (758 kg/nt) for the central spout

fitling method. The higher bulk density by 2-trough spreader was due

to lhe intensive spreading action produced by deflectors on the

trough. The 4-trouEh spreader produced an average bulk density of

793 kg/ns. Surface contour of the grain rlas reasonably leveled and

symmetrical with respect to the bin centre in the case of the
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4-Lrough spreader. On the other hand, for the 2-Lrough spreader

grain near the bin wall was much deeper lhan at the bin centre and

the grain at one side of the bin was deeper than on the other side.

The non-symmetrical distribution of grain was caused by off-centred

feeding of grain to the spreader. When the corn was transferred

through a vertical spout !o 6.400-m diameter bin, the grain pile was

conical. The depth of grain bed varied from 0.800 m near the walls

to about 2.000 m in cenlre. In case of the spreader, the average

depth was about 1.200 m. Às fine material concentration varied in

aII tests, the quanlitative comparison of airflow resisLance could

not be made. However, it could be concluded that the use of grain

spreaders increased the airflow resistance of corn over that obtained

when no spreader was used.

chang et al. (1983) extended their work by including wheat and

sorghum, one more commercially available 1-trough grain spreader,

theoretical air-power requirement, and loading of lhe grain through

an orifice. lfhen the grain was loaded through an orifice, there was

no advantage in using a spreader for the purpose of inproving the

uniformity of fine material distribution in the grain mass. Other

conclusions were similar to that of the previous work.

2.4 UNIFORMITY OF AIRFTOW

The understanding of flow phenomenon, specifically flow maldis-

tribution, in grain beds having spatially nonuniform resistance to

flow has been of considerable practical importance in the interpreta-

tion of many grain storage and conditioning syslems. In principle,
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such maldistribution may occur Oue to spatially variable porosity and

particle size distribution in a bed. Nonuniformity in size of parti-

cle may be caused by size reduction during handling and filling, the

filling method (Stephens and Foster 1976).

The flow maldistribution occuring due to nonuniform resistance

can contribute greatly to bacterial activity and hot spot generation

in high moisture content grain bed. Problems of flow maldistribution

have been studied by stanek and szekely 1912,1973,1974). The ef-

fect of nonuniform porosity on flow maldistributions in isothermal

and nonisothermaL two climensional packed bed chemical reactors was

sludied by them. They have shown that the performance of a packed

bed reactor may be very sensitive even to small changes in gas flow

rate. This observation if extended to grain bed may very well explain

the damage of grain at poinls h'ithin the bed (tai 1980).

Brooker (1958, 1961, 1969) developed a computer simulation model

of flow patterns in a grain mass subjected to nonlinear air flow.

Jindal and Thompson (1971) modified Brooker's model and adapted it

for predicting the pressure distribution and airflow path through

triangular-shaped piles of grain. Pierce and Thompson (1974) subseq-

uently modified lhe Jindal and Thompson model for the predictÍon of

airflow characteristics in a conical shaped pile of grain. However,

lhe grain bed porosi.ty in all these models was assumed to be constant

within the bed. Such an assumption in some circumstances could lead

to serious error in predicting the airflow characteristics (r,ai

1980).
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Marchant (976a) used the finite element method to predict air-

flows in crop drying systems. The computer program (Marchant 1976b)

r¡as further modified by Lamond and snith 11982) to incorporate the

variation of porosity in the bed, and directional relationship of re-

sistance, to predict the optimun width to height ratio for a test

monoduct on floor grain drier. Their experimental results and theo-

retical predictions came in reasonably close agreement.

2.5 MATHEMÀTICÀL REPRESENTATION OF THE DATA

Stirniman et aI. (1931, cited by Husain and Ojha 1969) conducted

test,s on resistance of rough rice to airflow in a deep bin. The term

resistance does not refer here to pressure clrop as defined in Sec.

2.1.1. This was the first study reported in literature. They found

that air velocity through the grain bed decreases linearly w.ith in-

crease in becl thickness and satisfied the following empirical equa-

tion:

Q = 8.104 * ¡ -0's2 (2.11

where: 0 = air velocity (mrls), and

¡ = grain bed thickness (m).

Henderson (1943) from his stuilies with shelled corn establishecl

the following relationship :

g=200*K*(816.4*AP) c
Q,2l

where : AP = pressure drop (Pa), and
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constanls dependent on bed

K = 130.38 rt ¡ -0.66

C = 0.5056 * L -0.08s

Q.3't

(2.4)

He further approximated these equations in a single

which vlas accurate within 2 eo of the complete expression Q.Z

equat i on

o 1.766 * 107 * (¡po.sr/ ¡o.oe ) (2.5)

The above equations were valid for air velocities of 0.0127 lo

0.508 m/s and grain bed thickness of 0.300 to 2.400 m.

Shedd (1945) worked on ear corn at a moisture content of 20 eo,

for the grain bed thickness varying from 0.600 to 3.600 m and pro-

posed a simplified equation involving t,he same variables:

0 = 1.5526 * 104 * (tP/r,)
1.2ê

(2,6)

Shedd (1953) proposed an equation of a general form

(fP/r,l=À*Q B (2,7')

v¡here A, B = experimenLal conslants for different grains.

This is the equation for a straight line when plotted on log-1og pa-

per (Sec. 2,1,2).. The aclual data plotted on log-1og paper suggested

curved lines which Írere convex upward. Thus lhis equation gave an

approximate relationship. JindaI and Thompson (971) utilized this

Eq. 2.7 but approximated the curve by seven straight line segments.

They deternined seven sets of A and B values to define air velocity-
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pressure relationship for grain sorghum at I % moisture content and

only one set of these constants for 12 lo 16 eo, because results of

the experiments did not indicate any change between resistance data

at 1? e" and 16 % moisture contents. ekritidis and Siatras (1979) and

Gunasekaran et al. (1983) also presented their data in a similar way.

Hukill and Ives (1955) after further examination of Shedd's data

(1953) concluded that an equation of the form:

AP

t
______i_:_e:_____
In(l+3*Q)

(2.8)

where i À and B = constant.

can be used with sufficient accuracy throughout the range of veloci-

ties of 0.010 lo 0.203 m/s by proper selection of the values of the

constants À and B. There was no experimenlal evidence to indicate

the validity of this equation if extrapolated to values above and be-

low this range. It was however, noted that if the value of'Q' in

this equation increases without limit, the relationship between pres-

sure drop and air velocity approaches to ¡

aP=k02 (2.91

and as 'Q' decreases towards zero the relationship approaches to

AP=k0 (2.10)

Eq. 2,8 has been established as a standard equatÍon by ÀSAE (ÀSÀE

'1983a) to calculate the airflow resistance. Lamond and Smith (1982)'

Spencer (1969), and Haque et. al. (1978) utilized this equation in

their models.
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Withelm et a1. ('1978) introduced a dimensionless pressure term

which included density and bed thickness as factors I

Ap * g.
API Q.11r'

?*L*g

where: APr = dimensionless pressure drop.

P = pressure drop through proiluct (Pa),

? = bulk density, (k9/m3)

L = bed thickness, (m),

g = acceleration due to gravity, (9.80665 n/s?'),

g-= gravitational constant (l (kg.m3l/(pa.s2) ),

They replaced the pressure term in lhe Shedd's equation 2.7 by this

dimensional pressure term (Eq. 2.11) . This dimensionless pressure

term improved the correlation between pressure drop and air velocity

for snap beans (wilhetm et aI. '1978) and, for lima beans and south-

ern peas (R-square increased from 0.615 to 0.677 and 0,766 to 0.819

respectively) (wilhelm et al. 198'l). The validity of substituting

this Eq. 2,11 into Eq, 2.7 f.or cereals and oilseeds has not been

studied.

The 8q,2,7 (sneaA 1953) and Eq. 2,8 (guxiIl and lves 1955) have

been used by several investigators (Segerlind 1981). But, these

equations do not include other factors affecting resistance such as

fine materials, densities, moisture content, and filling nethods.

These factors were studied by Haque et al. (1978\, Bern and Charity

(1975), Haque et aI. (1982), and Chang et a1. (1981) respectively.
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Haque et aI. (1978) fo.und that the fines added in shelled corn

increased resistance to airflow through it. The pressure drop per

unit depth can be corrected to account for fines using the following

equation:

AP
( *

t corrected t clean

+ { 14.5566 - 26.418 * Q } * fm l Q.121

where : fm = decinal fraction of fines by mass.

(aP/t) I from Eq. 2.8.

Here, the fines are defined as dockage which passed through a

0.004?6-m round hole sieve. This Eq. 2.12 ís valid for air veloci-

ties of 0.076 to 0.200 m/s and fines fractions up to 0.2 (ASÀE

1983a).

Às already mentioned, an increase in bulk density of grain caus-

es an increase in resistance to airflow. Bern and Charity (1975)

gave an empirical eguation to predict pressure drop as a function of

air velocity (range: 0.02?0 to 0.600 mrls) and densities (range: 732

to 799 kg/ns) of shelled corn :

ÂP
(

AP

1t(---)*0
'tz

= Xr + -------------- X2
'lt( r ---- )

"lz

It(---)*Q2
'tz

+ _______-______ Xs
'l 't( 1 - --- )3
'lz

( ( 2.13 )
t

.t t = corn bulk density, (kg/n3 ),

'tz = corn particle density, (kgrlm3 ), and

where ¡
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Xl, Xz, Xa = consLants depend on air velocity range (¡S¡g

1983a).

Haque et al. (1982) gave a regression analysis model

ted to their experimental- data to relate moisture content

resistance ¡

which fit-
to airflow

AP(---)=À*v+B*v2-c*M*v
t Q.14r,

where : y = grain moisture content (%),

A, B and g = product const,ants.

The validity of Eq. 2,14 was also tested by using velocities and

moisture from Shedd's chart (eS¡n 1983a). Predicted pressure drop

values for bolh shelled corn and wheat agreed very well with Shedd's

data (nS¡n 1983a) and with some variations for sorghum.

Chang et al. (1981) and Chang et aI. (1983) used the following

equation to represenl their resistance data :

Q = exp ( e + B * ln aP + c * (ln aP)z) (2.1s)

where ÀrBrC=constants.

This relationship was developed on the basis of the data of air-
flow resistance of corn at various densities and fine material con-

tents (gern and Charity 1975; Haque et al, 1978; Shedd 1953). The

coefficients B and C were calculated by regression analysis using the

data from Shedd (1953). The coefficient A for grain in the Lest bin

was determined by trial and error so that the airflow rate calculated
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using Eq. 2,15 al a specific static pressure rlas equal to the airflow

rate delivered by the fan. For each bin filling test, values of A

were determined at each increment of airflow. The mean value was

used for that particular test. The above equation with the values of

À from each bin filling test was used to deternrine the effect of

filling method on airflow resistance. However, it was not clear as

how to compare these filting methods vrith this technique.

Thus, these Eq. 2,12 Lo 2.15 were the empirical relationships to

to reLate pressure drop and other factors.

Bakker-Arkema et al. (1969) did an ext,ensive survey of the equa-

t.ions available for flow through packed beds. There have been two

approaches for studying this topic. In the first method, the packed

bed is regarded as consisting of bundles of channels of varying hy-

draulic diameter, thus making iL an internal flow problenr. In the

second approach, the bed is considered to be a collection of sub-

merged particles and the flow can be visualized as an external flow

around particles. The trealment of fluid permeation as an internal

flow within a set of channels has been more successful.

They studied three semi-theoretical relationships of Matthies

(1956), Leva ('1959), and Ergun U952) ancl tested their scope f or

pressure drop data with a packed bed of cherry pits. À modified ver-

sion of the Ergun equation was recommended for use in biological

products because of iLs accuracy and simplicity. To be concise, I

shall discuss Ergun equation in detail with some background.
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Ergun {1952) confirmed an observation first made by Reynolds

(1900, cited by Bakker-Arkema et aI.1969) that the total energy loss

in a packeo bed should be treated as the sum of the viscous and ki-

netic energy losses. Reynolds found that at low airflow rates (lami-

nar flow), the resistance offered by friction to the airflow is pro-

portional to the product of the airflow to first power and the

viscosity of the air. At high flow rates (turbulent flow), the con-

tributions of the viscous forces to the hydraulic resistance in a

packed bed become negligible compared with the kinetic energy dissi-

pation. Reynolds's investigation also showed that, in the turbulent

airflov¡ range, the static pressure loss is proportional to the prod-

uct of the air density and the square of the air velocity. Since the

airflow rates in a fixed bed of biological proclucts take place mainly

in the transi¡ion zone between laminar and turbulent flow (Uatthies

1956, cited by Bakker-Àrkema et aI. 1969), the total resistance of

the bed can best be treated as the surn of the separate (laminar and

turbulent) resistances. llhen the equations for the pressure drop for

laminar flow (Blake-Kozeny equation) and for turbulent flow (¡urke

Plummer equation) are added, the result is lhe Ergun equation:

(l - e)2
150 -----:-- È

eo

(1 -e) i, 1Qz
I Q.17)AP k"{

t
då

a

I
+ 1,75

esdÞg

where AP = pressure drop, (Pa),

ke = proiluct constant,

e = bed porosity in decinal fraction,

tù = viscosity of air, (Pa.s),

t = bed thickness, (m),
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= air velocity, h/sl ,

= conversion factor,

= particle diameter, (m), and

= density of air, ( kgrlms ) .

Bakker-Àrkema et al. (1969) and Patlerson et a1, (971 ) modified

this equation to calculate the pressure drop in packed beds of granu-

lar material, such as, cherry pits and grain. They mult,iplied the

right side of the Ergun equation by a correction factor (1"), because

the particles were nol spherical. k'',, values of 1.22 f.or cherry pit,

2.00 for navy beans (18 eo) and 6.50 for corn (19 e") were reported.

The modified Ergun equation is simple to use, once the different

parameters in the equations are known. But the value of e, the bed

porosity, is difficult tc determine. The results obtained from the

Ergun equation are subjected lo an error anaLysis to determine the

accuracy of modified Ergun equation and to establish the condit.ions

for v¡hich it may be applied. Beukema (1980) and Chau et al. (1983)

used this modified equation. Matthies and Peterson (1974), suggested

some improvecl and simplified versions of lhis eguation.

Marchant (t1976a) presenled a simple rnathematical formulation us-

ing Eq, 2.7. The mathematical formulation utilizes the finite ele-

ment method to obtain a numerical solution because the finite differ-

ence method requires more software to implement it, than that for the

finite element method. If resislance varies witb direction, the fi-
nite element method presents no difficulty while calculating pres-

sure, pressure gradients and air velocities (Burrell et aI. 1982i La-

mond and smith 1982).

0
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0ther two dÍmensional mathematical moclels have been used by

Brooker (1961, 1969), Bunn and Hukill (1963), P.ierce and Thompson

(1975), Marchant (1976b), and Haque et al. (1981, 1982). The use of

three dimensional models has been limited with r,ai (1980) being oirty

study so far (Segerlind 1981).
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Chapter III
MÀTERIÀtS AND UETHODS

3. 1 EI(PERIMENTÀI EOUIPI,{ENT

3.1 .1 Test Bins

The experimental equipmen! was constructed in lhe laboratory.

The clescription of the equipment which follows is presented in two

sections : (i) construction of test bins to hotd grain bulk and

(ii) air distribution system for supplying required airflow rate to

these test bins.

These bins were designed to represent a small section of a large

commercial storage structure. To achieve tr¡o different directions of

airflo¡r viz., horizontal and vertical, two separate bins were con-

structed (fig. 3.'1). Each test bin consisted of an air plenum, a

metal screen and a section to hold about 1 mB of the grain.

The dimensions of the bins were governed by the following I

1. Cromarty {1966 ca) showed that the wall effects on traverse

time were negligible at a distance of 0.150 m from the wall in

a 0.300-m grain column in his venÈilation experiments. 0n

this basis, the thichness of the test bins was set at 0.305 m.

2. The height of the grain colunn in these bins was limited to

1.830 m allowing about 1.800 Eo 2.200 m for height of fall
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(from auger discharge to grain pile in the test bin), and

0.300 m for plenum vertical flow bin and aiso some clearance

between floor and plenum.

3. To have the same grain bed thickness (1.830 m) in both bins,

the inner dimensions of both bins were 1.830 m by 1.830 m by

0.305 m to hold the grain.

4. The plenums in both bins were made square (0.305 m by 0.305 m)

in cross-section to avoid the effects of the possible horizon-

tal and vertical velocity gradients in the pJ.enums. The p1e-

num ran across the grain bed. The plenuns extended about

0.310 to 0.450 m from one side to facilitate the air distri-

bution system.

5. A metal screen with a total perforated area of 37 vo and

0.00102-m diameter holes was used as a perforated floor in the

vertical flow bin and as two end walls in the horizontal flow

bin (rig.3.1). Because the total open area of the screen rlas

more than 20 %, no addit,ional resistance was expected (Hender-

son 1 943) .

The test bins were fabricated from 0.020-m Select Sheathing

Tongue and Groove Fir Plywood because of its low cost, light mass'

availability, and ease of construction. It was good one side. All

joints were tongue and groove type and later were glued (Westbond

Universal Space Bonding Adhesive, Frank T. Ross and Sons Ltd., To-

ronto) and sealed with silicon (clear Silicon Seal, Canadian General

Electric Co. Ltd., Toronto) and acrylic (Dap ecrylic Latex Caulk, DaP

Àrno, Division of Schol1., (Canada) Inc., Toronto) sea1s. To reduce
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the leaking of air Lhrough plywood, both surfaces of plywood sheets

were coated initially with primer (Latex Exterior Primer v[hite

101-00, Benjamin Moore and Co. ttd., Toronto) and then twice with

paint (tatex White Paint 345, Benjamin Moore and Co. ttd., Toronto).

Two wooden boards (2.400 m by 0.100 m by 0.050 m) were bolted on each

side of the bins to provide strength and to reduce bulging when load-

ed with grain. For adilitional strength, 10 to 12 iron tie rods

(0.450-m long and 0.020-m diameter threailed from both ends were in-

serted across the beds (nig. 3.1). To provide stability and a work-

ing space at the top of lhe bins, the bins were joined together by

nailing a plywood board between these bins (nig. 3.2).

In the horizontal flow bin, the top surface of grain should act

as leak proof surface. When the bin was filled to the top and lev-

eled with a straight edge wooden board, a polyethylene sheet was laid

over lhe grain surface to take the contour of lhe grain surface.

Then a 0.050-m thick foam was placed on the top of the polyethylene

sheet in such a way that it was not in direct contact with either the

grain or bin walls. Àfter that a plywood board (2.400 m by 0.305 m

by 0.020 m) was laid over it. Then six 20-kg weights were placed

equi-spaced over the board to compress the foam. Four clamps were

used to keep the column thickness same (0.305 m). The polyethylene

sheet prevented air leakings through the foam. The compressed foam

provicled resislance to air movemen! between rough grain surface and

sealing materials. This arrangemenl (ni9. 3.3) worked r+elI and did

not allow any noticeable air leakage.
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3,1.2 Àir Distribution Svstem

A centrif ugal fan (t'todel t¡0. 7-4 12yt, 5500 rpm Alpha Fan Divi-

sion, Joy Manufacturing Company (Canada) f,ta.) driven by an electric

motor (1.12 kI^l, 3450 rpm, single phase, Franklin Electric of Canada

tt,d. ) was used to supply the required airflow. The airfLow rales

were regulated by a combination of f-qt, i nle reg_!riction and a relief

valve on a bypass after the fan outlet to bieed off excess air (fig.

3.4). Àfter lhis relief valve, air passed into the airflow measuring

apparalus. Then the air entered a radius bend having a miter diame-

ter of 0.600 m which guided the ftow through 900 turn into the ple-

nun extensions (nig. 3.4). These bends were fixed on both bins using

a rubber gasket and a flange. To make sure lhat the air distribution

system rlas air tight, PVC primer (Vleld-on Primer P-70, Industrial Po-

lytechnique Service, Gardena, CA) and cement (Weld-on Plastic Pipe

Cement ?1'1, Industrial Folytechnique Service, Gardena, CÀ) were used

at fixed joints and rubber gasket between flanges, wherever required.

The air traveling through the bend entered into the plenum extension.

A metal screen was also placed in the plenum extension (nig. 3.1) to

stabilize the streamlines.

+k 2

3.2.1

ÀIRFLOI{ MEÀSUREMENT

Selection of Àirflow Rate Ranqe

In commercial bins, lhe required airflow rate depends on the

purpose of the ventilation. These purposes are aeration, near-am-

bient air drying, combination drying, dryeration and inslorage cool-

ing, whích require airflows of 1.00 to 2.00,5.00 to 20.00,5.00 to
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10.00, 5.00 to 20.00, and 5.00 to 10.00 ß,/s\/ns of grain, respec-

tively (Friesen et aI. 1982).

To achieve the same air velocities for the above listed ranges

of airflow rates, air velocities in the test bins were calcuiated

(Àppendix C). The range in test bins was 0.00250 to 0.400 m/s and

0*00340 to 0.200 n/s tor 2.000 to 20.000 m and 3.000 to 10.000 nr

eaves height respectively in commerciat bins (table 3.1). In terms

of of air volume these figures were 1.60 to 216.00 L/s and 1.90 to

108.00 L/s, respectively.

For my experiments, I decided to test air velocities of 0.00340

n/s to the maximum possible with the available fan for particular

test conditions.

3.2.2 Selection of Airflow Meterinq Device

Conmon airflow measuring devices and techniques are orifice me-

ters, venturi tubes, flow nozzles, and a pitot tube traverse. The

orifice meter was selected because of its low cost, easy installa-

tion or replacement, and single point measurement. Hov¡ever, there

are a few disadvantages, such as high non-recoverable pressure loss,

low capacity, and requirement for flanges.

Thin plate, square eclged, concenlric orifice plates are easy to

construct in the laboratory (ASME 1971i IS0 1980). In brief, the ma-

jor IS0 recommendations are :
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TÀBLE 3.1

Required air velocities and associated airflow rates in test bins

gr'

fi,/s) /n3

Height to Eaves*, h (m)

2.000 3.000 5.000 1 0.000 '15.000 20.000

1 .00

2,00

5. 00

10.00

15.00

20.00

h/s)

ß/s)
(mrls )

G'/s\

(m/s )

$./s)

h/s)

ß,/sl

h/sl
ft'/s)

(mrls )

0,/s)

0 .003

1 .65

0.006

3.29

0.015

8,24

0.030

16,47

0.045

24.70

0.060

32,94

0.010

5.49

0.020

10.98

0.0s0

27.45

0.100

54.90

0.150

82. 35

0.200

'1 09.80

0.015

8.24

0.030

16.47

0.075

41 ,17

0. 150

82.3s

0.255

123.54

0.300

164,70

a

Q'

0

0'

o

Q'

0

Q'

0

Q'

a

0'

0.002

1.10

0.004

2.20

0.010

5. 49

0.020

10.98

0.030

15.17

0. 040

21.96

0.005

2,75

0.010

5.49

0.025

13,72

0.050

27 .45

0.075

41,17

0. 100

54.90

0 .020

10.98

0.040

21.96

0. 100

54. 90

0.200

.1 09.80

0.300

164.70

0.400

219,50

*
Note :

in commercial storage bins (Friesen et al. 1982).
For range of air velocities achieved in test bins for
three test grains, refer to Tab1e 3.
to the airflow rates relative t,o qua
n commercial storage bins (Friesen
lo superficial air velocities, and Q' to associated

irflow rates in test bins.

3. Here, q refers
ntity of grain
et a1, 19821,i

o
a
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1. The IS0 standard appJ.ies only to Lhe measurement of flow of a

single phased, physically and thermally homogeneous fluid

which flows steady or varies slowly with time. It can not be

used for pipe diameLers less than 0.050 m or more than 0.120 m

or when the Reynolds number in the pipe is below 3150.

2, The measuring process applies only to fluids flowing through a

pipe line of circular cross-section.

3. The orifice plate should be installed in a pipe line at a po-

sition such that the flowing conditions immediately upstream

of the orifice meter sufficiently approach to those of a fully

developed profile and are free from swirl. Such conditions

may be expected to exist if the installation conforms to re-

quirements given in this standard.

4. The inside surface of the measuring pipe should be clean, free

from pitting and deposits, and not encrusted for at least a

st.raight length of 10 iliameters upstrean and 4 diarneters down-

stream of the orifice plate.

3.2.3 Construclion Details

The IS0 requires that the minimum airflow rate should produce a

Reynolds number greater than 3150 in a 0.050-m diameter pipe. There

is no constraint on the upper limit of airflow rate which could af-

fect my lest range. As recommended in Sec.3,2,1, the common airflow

rates are in lhe range of 1.00 to 20.00 $,/s)/n3. A flow rate of

1.90 fi./sl/ns produces a Reynolds number of 3160 in 0.0516-m diameter

pipe. ttithin the operat,ing limits of the fan output, a maximum flow
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rate of 80.00 L/s was estimated for v¡heat. This gave a Reynolds num-

ber cf 133200 or a velocity of 40.000 m/s in the 0.0516-m diameter

pipe which would result in high pressure losses in pipe . Therefore

it was decided to use two different diameter pipes (0.0516 m and

0.1015 m) to cover the whole range. À 0.0516-m iliameter pipe was

used for measuring 1.90 to 12.00 L/s and 0.1015 m pipe for the rest

of the airflow rate range. Due to wide range of airflow, two differ-

ent sized orifice plates (pipe to orifice bore ratio, ß of 0.475 and

0.755) were fabricated for 0.1015-m diameter pipe to avoid excessive

pressure drop across the orifice meter. But for 0.0516-n diameter

pipe, a plate having ß of 0.401 was fabricated to cover its range

(1.90 to 12.00 r,/s).

The minimum required straight tength of pipe should be 10 diame-

ters upstream and 4 diameters downstream without any obstruction.

The size of the lathe available in the machine shop restricted the

length of 0.1015-m diameter pipe to'13 diameters on the upstream side

of the orifice meter. Six diameters of pipe length was used at down-

stream side of orifice. The lengths of 0.05'16-m diameter pipe were

kept the same as those of the 0.1015-m diameter pipe to minimize the

movement of the fan stand when switching from one pipe to the other.

This also gave extra length as reducer bushings (0.1015 to 0.0516-m

diameter) were used at the ends of 0.0516 m pipe. To expedite the

exchange of pipes, flanges (pvC Schedule 80) were used at the ends

ot bott pipes and fittings.

The axial-plane cross-section of a standard pj.ate is shown in

Fig. 3.5. The letter symbols in this figure are for reference
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purposes in Table 3.2 tor all three plates. In addition to this, ISO

also recommends :

1. The upstream face (¡) of the orifice plate should be flat and

have a roughness criterion of R S 10-4 d within a circle whose

diameter is not less than 1.5 d and which is concenLric with

the orifice.

2. The downslream face (g) should also be flat and parallel wilh

the upstream face. It is unnecessary to provicle the same

quality of finish for this face as for the upstream face (A).

3. The value of 'e' measured at any point on the orifice should

not differ anong themselves by more than 0.00'1 D.

4. The upstream edge (c) ancl the downstream edges (H and I)

should have neither wire-edges nor burrs, nor in general any

peculiarities visible to naked eye.

5. The bevelled surface shall be well finished.

6. Maximum perrnissible eccentricity is

r 0.005 D

(0.1 + 2.3 * ß4l (3.1)

The pipe can be of brass, copper, aluminium, steel, plastic,

or glass etc. if it provides the roughness in accordance with

this standard.

It rlas not possible to follow closely with requirements (1),

(3), and (4) because of unavailability of sophisticated instrumenta-

tion. However, efforts were nade to clo the best possible with avail-

able machinery.

7
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TÀBIE 3.2

Dimensions of orifice plates

Nota- Dimension
tion

rs0
Standard

Plate 1 Plate 2 Plate 3

D

d

ß

e

DiameLer of
Pipe, (mm)

0rifice dia-
meter, (mm)

Diameter
ratio, $/d't

Thickness of
orifice,
(nm),

Thickness of the
plate, (mm)

Diameter of
pressure
tapping,
(nm)

50SDS1200

0.2D<ds0.8D

0.2sß<0.8

0.005DSe10.020

s E < 0.050
ninun 3.18 mm

< 0.08 D

300<øS4So

51.6 101.5 101.s

20.7 46. 0 7 6.7

0.401 0.475 0.755

2.00 2.03 1.02

3. 18 3. 18 3. 18

1,02 1.02 1,02

450 450 450

E
e

mi

6

ø Ang1e of bevel,
( degrees )
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3,2.4 Measurement Procedure

To achieve the airflow rates mentioned in Sec, 3.2, a combina-

tion of fan inlet restrictions and relief valve to bleed excess air

off was used. Initially, a computer program rlas used to generate ta-

bles to provide approximate airflow rates corresponding to pipe diarn-

eter, orifice to pipe diameter ratio and differential pressure across

the orifice meter. Because the airflow rates are affected by un-

conlrolled room temperature and barometric pressure, il was not pos-

sible to repeat the exact same airflow rates in each test.

llhen a particular airflow rate was set according to the differ-

entÍal pressure across the orifice p1ate, the upstream pressure and

differential pressure þ¡ere measured three times during the course of

six pressure drop measurements in the grain bed (Sec. 3.3), with an

inclined manometer (Type 5, Airflow Developments Ltd., Mississagua,

Ontario). Then these values together wilh room t.emperature and baro-

metric pressure (Sec. 3.4) were used to calculate the airflow rate

from ASME-ISO Standards Equation (Appendix D).

I{ithin the limitation of fan capacity, efforts were made to ob-

tain the maximum airflow rate for each test condition. Therefore the

upper limit of air velocity in all three test grains varied from

0.162 to 0.275 n/s (table 3.3) for total airflorv rales of 93.00 to

153.00 t,/s. The range 0.00335 to 0.162 n/s was divided into approxi-

mately 15 intervals i.e, five for lower range (D=0.0516 m, ß=0.401,

0.00335 to 0.0221 n/s), six for medium range (D=0.1015 m, ß=0,475,

0.0289 to 0.0931 n/s) and four for highest range(o=0.1015 m, ß=0.755,
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TÀBIE 3.3

Range of air velocities for each orifice plate.

Test No. of
Na¡ne* Observations

Plate 1

ß=0.40 1

(m/s )

Plate 2

ß=0,475
h/sl

Plate 3

ß=0.755
(m/s )

wvsl
l'tvs2
$wS3

I{VE1
}TVE2

}rHsl
wHs2

WHEl
WHE2
WHE3

cl{vsl
clivs2

c}ivBl
c}{vE2

c}'lHsl
cI{Hs2

c!{HE1
CWHE2

BVSl
BVS2

BVEl
BVE2

BHS'1

BHS2

BHEl
BHE2

15
15
15

0.00335-0.a221
0.00343-0.0215
0.00343-0.0216

0.00342-0.0213
0.00344-0.021 5

0.00333-0.0210
0.00344-0.021 5

0.00348-0.021 s
0. 00348-0 .0217
0.003s0-0.0219

0.00345-0.021 s
0.00345-0,0216

0.00351-0.02i3
0.00334-0.0214

0.00351 -0.021 I
0.00345-0,0216

0.00352-0.0219
0.00350-0.021 5

0.00344-0.0217
0.00348-0.0216

0.00348*0,0214
0.00353-0,0219

0.00347-0 .a219
0.00351 -a .0222

0.00361 -0.0223
0.00359-0 ,0219

0.0289-0.0931
0.0297-0 .0974
0.0307-0.0973

0.0306-0. 1 03
0.0307-0. 1 05

0.0299-0. 1 04
0.0304-0. 1 05

0.0304-0. 1 02
0 . 03'1 0-0 . 0983

0 . 041 7-0. 1 06
0.0307-0.106

0.0311-0.108
0. 0304-0. 1 09

0.0315-0.115
0.0308-0. 1 1 6

0.0309-0. 1 08
0.031 2-0. 1 06

0.0276-0.1 1 3

0.031 4-0.112

0.0278-0. 1 
'18

0.031 3-0. 1 20

0.0289-0.'130
0.0310-0.124

0.0856-0.162
0.0880-0. 1 63
0.0886-0. 1 65

0.0808-0. 1 81

0.0796-0. 1 81

0. 0784-0. 1 90
0.0805-0. 1 92

0.0803-0.222
0 . 0829-0. 230
0.0824-0.229

0,0824-0.192
0.0830-0.182

81 4-0.204
815-0.202

0,0927-0.202
0.081'1-0.205

0.0830-0.234
0.0880-0. 236

0.081 3-0. 1 95
0.0862-0.185

0.0803-0.217
0.0838-0.215

0.0832-0.239
0.0845-0.244

0.0835-0. 275
0.0830-0.268

17
17

18
18
18

0.0281-0.116
0.0313-0.116
0.0316-0.1'16

17
17

17
17

18
18

17
17

19
19

I
I

7

7

I
I

I
I

0.0
0.0

* Test names described in Sec. 3.9.1.
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0.0856 to 0.16,2 n/sl , The range 0.162 to 0.275 n/s vras again divided

into three or four air velocities. This gave a good distribution

while ploLting (Sec. 2,1.2).

3.3 PRESSURE MEASUREMENT

It was decided to measure the differential pressures along six

straight line paths representing about 0.305 m each of the grain bed

width (1.830 m) (nig. 3.6). The stainless steel tubes of 0.00345-m

outside diameter, 0.200 to 0.290-m long with 2 or 4 holes drilled

with 0.0011-m diameter near the tip, were used to measure lhe pres-

sure. The probes were inserted in all 12 ho1es, 6 at each location,

i.e. 0.150 m from plenum and 0.150 from exit of the air. The probe

was fitted with a rubber gasket and duct tape (Household Repair Tape,

DT 230. Dundas Jafine Industries, LLd., Weston, Ontario) to prevent

air escaping from the hole when the probe was in the grain mass.

These probes, at one straight path, were connected to higher and low-

er pressure ports of an inclined manometer (Type 5, Airflow Develop-

ments ttd., Mississagua, Ontario) through PVC tubing, while the ends

of others were sealed with rubber stopper. In final curve plottings'

t.he arithmetic mean of six measurement,s r¡as considered.

3.4 ATMOSPHERI C CONDITIONS

.1 Relative Humiditv

The measurement of atmospheric conditions were made three

times in each test. To obtaín the relative humidity of surrounding

air, the dry bulb and wet bulb temperatures were measured wilh an

3.4
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aspirating psychrometer (uodel 566 Bendix Environment and Process In-

struments, Baltimore, USÀ ).

3"4,2 Room Tenperature

The room tenperature tilas sensed near the test bin with the dry

bulb thermomeler of the psychrometer (Sec. 3.4,1) before switching

its fan on for relative humidity measurenents.

3.4.3 Àtnospheric Pressure

The atmospheric pressure was measured with a pressure gauge

builtin to lhe inclined manometer (tlodel Mark 4, Àirflow Developments

Ltd., High ltycombe, Engtand). It was also checked with Àtmospheric

Environment Service, Weather Canada, Winnipeg.

3.5 PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF TEST GRÀINS

3.5.1 Moisture Content

Moisture contents of the grain samples were determined by an

oven drying nethod (¡S¡n 1983b). Five samples of abou! 15-g each in

heavy gaugeil, aluminium dishes having a diameter of 0.055 m and a

height of 0.015 nr were measured with an electronic precision balance

(¡uettler Moclel No. PE 160 Mettler Instrument Corporation, Highstown,

New r]ersey) to 0.001-9 were placed in an air oven (t'lodel 18, Thelco,

Precision Scientific) at 130 0C for 19 h for wheat and 20 h for bar-

ley. From the oven, the dishes rrere covered and placed in a dessica-

tor to cool to room Ëemperature and reweighed. Moisture contents
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vrere calculated from the Cifference between initial and final masses

and expressed in percentage of initial mass i.e., wet mass basis, and

then averaged for the five replicates.

3.5,2 Bulk Densities

Standard bulk densities of the test grains were determined using

the Canadian Grain Commission Standard Method. The equipment con-

sisLs of a 0.5-t container with inside dimensions of approximately

0.090 m in diameter and 0.0775 m in height, and a funnel with

0.0381-m opening and a drop of 0.0441 m fron the opening in the fun-

nel to the top of the container. The sample is placed in the funnel

and then allowed to flow into the container by opening the sliding

gat.e at the bottom of the funnel. The funnel r¡as removed without

disturbing the grain in the container and then the grain was leveled

with the striker using three equal zig-zag movements at an ungle of

approximately 450. The total mass of grain in the container was

measured using an electronic precision balance (tlettler Model No. PC

16, tlettler Instrument Corporation, Highstown, New Jersey) to 0.1-9.

The standard butk density was then calculated by dividing mass of the

sample by container volume (0.5 t). Àverage of the five replications
('

was recorded. J

The in-bin bulk density was calculated from total mass of grain

neasured with a weighing machine while filling the bin, and the total

volume computed on the basis of weighted cross sectional area (Sec.

3.6) and height of the bin.
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3.5.3 Particle Density

Particle volumes of a known mass of sanple were determined using

an air comparison pycnomet.er (uodet 930, Beckman Instruments Inc.,

Fullerton, CA). Particle densities were calculated by dividing the

sample mass by the measured volume of a sample.

3.5.4 Porosity

Once the particle density and bulk density were calculated the

porosity of the standard grain sample and the grain bed were calcu-

lated by (t'tohsenin 1970) :

e=(1-7t/tr)*100
.tt = burk density , (kg/n31 ,

,I2 = kernel density, (kg/nt ), and

e = porosity, (P").

ß.21

where

3.5.5 Ànqle of Repose

To simulate and neasure the natural angle of repose of grain

during central spout fi'lling, a snall box (1.220-m long by 0.770 m

high by 0.100 m wide) with one transparent side was used. The grain

was poured from a hopper with a rectangular opening at the bottom and

a sliding gate, to one end of the box. Then, height of the pile was

measured at two inÈermediate positions to calculate the angle of re-

pose. While filling the test bins, similar height measurements were

done to get an approxinate repose angle.
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3.6 CROSS-SECTIONAT AREA OF BIN

As mentioned in Sec. 3.1.1, the columns were made of pJ.ywood

sheets. When loaded with grain, the grain pressure caused bulging of

both walls despite the support and strength provided by the wooden

boards. Therefore, it was necessary to take this into account in the

calculation of air velocity in the grain column. The bulging was not

uniform along the flow path, hence the cross-sectional area was also

changing throughout the grain mass. Therefore, the measurements of

thickness were done aL 32 points drilled in the walls of the grain

columns. A 0.450-n long solid copper probe was inserted through a

hole and the length projecting outside thè column was neasured.

Then, the grain column thickness was calculated after subtracting the

plywood thickness. The total area rlas calculated by summing up the

area of the trapezoids formed between two consecutive points at the

same distance from the plenum. The area at each location was weight-

ed to give the average cross-sectional area.

$---t.t EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

.1 FiIlinq Methods3.7

To fill the column, an auger driven by 0.550-k9{ motor was used.

The capacity of the auger was about 1 t/h, The electric chain hoist

unit(0.745-kw, 3 phase, 1/2 t capacity, Furnas Elec. Co., Batavia,

Illinois) was used to move auger up and down to maintain the height

of fall of the grain. À flexible spout (0.100-m diameter) was at-

tached to the auger outlet.
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To simulate the commonly used filling methods, i.e., spreader

and central spout fi11, two different fitling methods were followed.

In commercial bins, to counter lhe problem of fine material seg-

regation, a spreader may be used to filt the bin. It is located at

the top of lhe bin and spins using a spoked wheel rotating about a

vertical shaft as lhe spreading device. The primary advantage of

this is that it provides a level fill without hand ]abour. To

achieve this in test bins, the spout was first kept in centre and

then it was moved back and forth to pour the grain uniformly over the

surface. The chain and hoist systen helped in moving the auger up

slowly such that the height of fall of about 2,200 m was maintained

except at the top of the bin where Ehe ceiling of lhe test location

reduced this to about 1.800 m. It was assumed that the fitting would

provide uniform density and uniform distribution of dockage, if any,

throughout lhe column.

To simulate central spout filling of the test bin, it vras as-

sumed that filting is symmetrical about the central vertical axis and

hence, a half section was considered. The grain was poured from ver-

tical spout to one end of the column while the spout was moved back

and forth lo about 0.300 m from one end. The height of fall of grain

was also kept about 2.200 m except for the top porlion where it was

about 1.800 n due to limited ceiling height. To reduce the impacl of

falling grain, a deflector was used at the bottom of the spout. This

diverted the grain aga.inst the end waIl. When one end was filled to

the top and rest r¡ith natural settling, a plywood piece was used to

hold the excess grain from top surface of side fill which was later
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removed by hand. This was done till ¡nost of the column was filled to

the top. Then the spout was moved to centre to fill the rest of the

column by sliding over the grain surface. Later, the surface was

Ieveled with the help of straight edged wooden board.

I shalI refer to lhese methods as layer fitting and end filling,

respect ively.

3.7 .2 Pressure Prof ile

To deternine the uniformity of airflow in the grain mass and the

linearity of the pressure drop along the flow path, static pressures

were measureil at 32 points in the grain bed, and three points in the

plenum (rig. 3.6). These holes were the same holes used to measure

weighted cross-sectional area of bin. The rubber gaskets and duct

tape used to seal the holes were removed only while the pressure

reacling was being taken at that point. The measurements at these

points were made r¡ith probes placeil in posítion for pressure drop

measurenents, and by a hypodermic needle which was moved to every

other point. The measurement technique was the same as that given in

Sec. 3.3.

3.7.3 Unloadinq of Bin

To unload lhe bins, a cyclone separator and a fan (pesign I'leili-

un, Size No. 4, Serial No. 46-3374, Sheldon Ltd., Galt, Ontario)

driven by an electric motor (3.73 kl{, 3 phase, 1800 rpm, Leland EIec-

tric, Canada ttd., Toronto, Ontario) was used. This system rras orig-
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inally designed for dusl collection but was modified for grain han-

dting. The grain was sucked from the bin through a 0.100-m diameter

and 3.000-m long flexible hose attached to the inlet of the cyclone.

À rotary valve driven by an electric motor at the bottom of the cy-

clone was used to unload the cyclone. A typical time of unloading

the bin was about t h for 1 m3 of grain.

3.7,4 Cleaninq of Grains

The test wheat and barley were obtained from the University of

Manitoba Glenlea Research Station, G1enlea, Maniloba, where they were

groÌrn. The wheat was Cv. Neepawa harvested in 1982, and the barley

was Cv. Argyle harvested in 1983. These test grains were cleaned at

the Seed Cleaning Plant at the above Research Station. This cleaning

plant was equipped with a clipper (C.C. King & Co. ttd., Winnipeg),

and a Carter Cleaning Equipment (245 Carter Seed Cleaner, Simon Day

Ltd., Winnipeg) which had a hopper, rotary scalper reel used to re-

move straws, stones, sticks, and other coarse material, suction air

chamber to remove tight particles as husk, and grading shell with two

sieves (for barley 0.00228 rn by 0.00381 m and for wheat 0.00218 m by

0.00381 m rectangular holes) to provide separating and sizing to de-

grees of exactness and uniformity and to remove small weed seeds, pin

oats and other thin materials.

During lhe cleaning of the test uncleaned wheat and barley, a

lot of smaller kernels of wheat and barley, dust, chaff, and other

impurities were removed. However, the amount of the maÈerial removed

was not measured. I shall refer to these material as dockage

throughout the text.
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3.8 FITTING EOUÀTIONS TO THE DÀTA

There are several equations available in the literature to rep-

resent airflow resistance data (Sec. 2.5r. The equations given by

Shedd (1953) and Hukill and Ives (1955) were, however, selected on

the basis of their versatility and use by several authors. The

equation given by Shedd (1953) is popular among researchers due to

its simplicity and has been used to represent the airflow resistance

of grains (Snead 1953; Husain and Ojha 1969¡ Rao et al. 1976¡ Jindal

and Thompson 1971; Friesen 1982, 1983), seeds (efritiAis and Siatras

1979¡ Farmer et aI. 1981; Shedd 1953; Nissing 1958), fruit and vege-

tables (Abrams and Fisher 1982; Wilhelm et al. 1978; !{ilhe1nr et aI.

1981; Neale and Messer 19761, and nuts (Steete 1974¡ Rumsey 1981).

The equation given by Hukill and lves (1955) has been recognized as a

standard equation by ÀSÀE (ÀSÀE 1983a) and hence called as ÀSÀE equa-

tion, and used by Haque et al. (1978\, Lamonil and Smith (1982') , and

Spencer {1976) in their models. The objective of using both equa-

tions was to find r¡hich one fits better lo the test data.

3.9 STÀTISTICAt ÀNALYSES

3.9.1 Test Description

The experimental variables v¡ere as follows¡

Test grains ¡ uncleaned wheat (w),

cleaned wheat (cw), and

cleaned barley (B).

: vertical (v), and

horizontal (H).

Àirflow directions
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rilling melhods layer fill (s), and

end fill (n).

The nomenclature, which follows throughout the text, is based on

the symbois used in parenthesis. The replication number is also add-

ed to this identification name to represent a particular test. For

exanple, WVSI refers to uncleaned wheat, vertical flow, layer fill
and replication 1. The combinations of airflow directions and bin

filling methods provide four treatments (vS, vn, HS, HE) with three

test grains.

Two or three replications of the variable combinations were per-

f ormed. Àf t,er doing lüVS and I{HE yrith three replications, it was de-

cided that the differences among replications were not large in rela-

tion to the need for the data in engineering design. Hence, only two

replications of each combination were conducted for the rest of the

exper iment .

3,9.2 Maior Nul1 Hvpotheses

major null hypotheses tested at the significance level,The

o=0. 05,

1.

were ¡

Ho:

2. Ho :

no significant difference among airflow rates

measured with three orifice plates,

no significant difference anong replications

of each variable combination,

no significant difference between airflow resis-

tances measured with two filling methods for

the same airflow direction,

3. Ho
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4. Ho

5. Ho

6. Ho

7. Ho

no significant difference between airflow resis-

tances measured with two airflow directions for

the same fi11in9 method,

no significant difference between airflow resis-

tances of cleaned wheat (Cw) and uncleaned

wheat (w),

no significant difference between airflow

resistances of cleaned wheat (Cw) and cleaned

barley (B), and

no significant difference between test data and

data given in Àgricultural Engineering Yearbook

(¡Sen 1983a) for cleaned wheat and barley.

3.9.3 Statistical Methods of Curve Fittino to Equat i ons

To express the airflow resistance data in equation form

3.8), there are two statistical approaches to fit the dala :

1. log-linearized regression approach, and

2, nonlinear regression approach.

(sec.

The first approach involves tahing logs of the dependent and in-

dependent variables and considering it as a linear mode1. In the

second approach, no transformation is done. The first approach has

been used by many researchers (Abrams and Fisher 1982; Rao et al.

1976Ì, to represent their data. The independenl variable, air veloci-

ty, ranged from 0.00330 to 0.275 n/s in the experiment. The Iog-lin-

ear approach is subject to errors because of taking logs of small

values of air velocities, and therefore the sum of squares wiIl also
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be small irrespective of the equation. For this reason, the vaLue of

the regression coefficient (called R-square hereafter) is always

high; therefore, R-square criterion can not discriminale lo compare

the fittings to these data. That is one reason why the reported R-

squares in the literature have been always high. In essence, several

other extremely different equations could be fit in this experinental

range and will have acceptable R-sguare. For example, fitting a

straight line to the test data of WVS1 yielded an R-square of 0.945

whereas the nonlinear approach for the Shedd equation. yielded an R-

square of 0.998.

The nonlinear regression approach yields more accurate results

(Personal communication with Mr. J.A. Sloan, Department of Statis-

tics, University of Manitoba).

For the Shedd equation 2.7, both log-linear (pnOC GLM, Anonymous

1983) and nonlinear regression (pnoc NLIN) approaches vrere used,

whereas for ÀSÀE equation 2.8 only the nonlinear approach (pnOC

NtiN) could be used.

3.9.4 Comparisons of the Parameters Estimated for More than One
Data Set

Comparisons of the parameters estimated from different sels of

data were done by combining and pooling the data. The data from all
replications of each trealment or grain were combined into one data

set and then the following statistical procedure was performed for

bolh log-linear and nonlinear regression approaches.
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For the log-Iinear regression model, the comparison of replica-

lions was a four step procedure (Ratkowsky 1983) :

1. fit a common set of estimates

Yr- = â,* b-d ¡ E.tL (3.1)

where ¡ a = intercept,

b = slope, and

= random error conponents.

2. fit individual intercepts (a) and slopes (b) to each

data set (replication, trealment or grain)

3. fit a common intercept (a) to the combined data set and

al1ow slope (b) to be different

X + -------- + Eeç (3.5)

4 fit a conmon slope (b) to the combineil data set and

allow intercept (a) to be different

Y4 = uS+ â¿ + -------- + beX + €se (3.6)

Then, the sun of squares was obtained from an analysis of vari-

ance (¡l,Iov¡) table. The following F-test was performed :

SSE(reduced) - SSE(full) SSE( ful1 )

P= ( ) (3.7)
clf ( reduced) - df (f uIl ) df ( full )

SSE = sum of squares for errors,

clf = degrees of freedom associated l¡ith SSE,
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and reduced refers to reduced model with fer¡ parameters (nq. 3.1,

3.2, or 3.3), whereas fulI refers to the full model, such as Eq. 3.4.

If this F-statistic is significant (o=0.05) for any of the three

procedures (2), (3), and (4) in comparison with (i), the indiviclual

data sets were not statistically the same.

For nonlinear regression of the Shedd equation 2.7 anð the ASAE

equation 2.8, a general statistical nodel could be writt,en as:

Y = f ( u, ------- aO, b, ('b xlr€ (3.8)

For conparing clata sets, a two step procedure was carried out :

(1 ) PROC NLIN was used to estimate lhe parameters of the

equation for the combined da!a, and

Q\ PROC NtIN was used to estimate the parameters of the

equation for indiviclual data sets.

Then, the following F-test was done :

fi= (
SSE(combined) - SSE(pooled)

df (combined) - df (pooled)
| / ( :::1!::ï:l

df (pooled)
) (3.9)

Here, SSB(combined) was obtained from computer output of (1), and

SSE(pooled) and df(pooled) were obtained by adding SSEs'and clfs'as-

sociatecl with SSn, respectively for individual data sets.

If this F-test was significant (a=0.05), the individual data

sets were said lo be statistically different from each other.
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3.9.5 Goodness of Fit of an Equation to lhe Test Data

To determine the goodness of fit of an equation to the dat'a,

there are several statistical procedures available (Ratkor'¡sky 1983) :

Bates and Watts curvature measures of nonlinearity, Box's bias calcu-

lation, asymmetry of neasure of bias, and Student's t-test. Due to

time restriction and unavailabitity of the first three procedures in

SÀS package, only Student's t-test was performed.

This t-statistic is the ratio of parameter estimate and the

standard error associated with this estination. The equation yield-

ing estinates with higher t-statistic tend to indicate that the esti-

mates of the data in the equation are well iletermined, and vice versa

(Ratkowsky 1983),

3.9.6 Comparison of Bulk Densities of the Test Grains

To compare in-bin bulk densities of the test grains for treat-

ments and to determine the interaction among treatments, the follow-

ing statistical model was used :

yctK=ac*bj*(ab)ii + ÉcjK (3.10)

where : a ¿ = effect of bulk density of the ith grain, i =

1 to 3,

b¡ = effect due to treatments, j = 1 lo 4,

(au)u¡

Écj rt

= interaction between a and b,

= random error component.
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Duncan's new multiple range test was performed to determine the

significance of lhe mean bulk densities among treatments for three

grains.
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Chapter IV

RESULTS AND D]SCUSSION

4.1 TESTING OF ORIFICE PTATES

Due to the wide range of airflow rales, three different sized

orifice plates were used (Sec. 3,2.4), Because a calibration facili-

ty was not available, the ranges of airflow rales measured by the

plates for 0.1015-m diameter pipe were overlapped (Table 3.3). There

vras a definite trend of deviation in airflow rates in this overlap-

ping range (r'ig. 4.1J. For the same pressure drop in the grain bed,

plate 3 (ß=0.755) indicated nore airflow rate than that indicated by

plate 2 (ß=A.475). This deviation could be present because the

plates made in the laboratory, did not fulfill all the recommenda-

tions of ISO (Sec. 3.2.3), such as surface finishes of the plates and

pipe at the upstream side of the orifice plate. Mil1er (1983) re-

ported that airflow rales measured with an uncalibrated plate are ac-

curate within ! 2 % of the upper range value, and uncertainty calcu-

Iations (Iso 1980) yielded the maximum deviation of I 1,2 % tor these

plates.

No equipment was available to determine which of the orifice

plate was correct, therefore all the data including that in the over-

lapping range v¡ere combined for analyses purposes. À statistical

test (Sec. 3.9.4) showed significant difference (o = 0.05) among the
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estimates of t,he data of these three plates for vertical flow with

layer fill of barley (selecled without any preference). The reason

for this significance could be that lhe ranges of values of the de-

pendenL and independent variables were different for all three plates

(nig. 4.1). For plate 1 (ß=0.401), the sum of sguares was very low

due to its low air velocity range in comparison with olher two

pLates. With fewer observations (5-6) for each plate in the low

range of air velocity, this significance can noL be trusted. À1s0,

the measurement of absolute airflow rates rlas not as critical as the

comparison of resistances at the same airflow rate. Hence, the data

of aIl- replications lrere combined for further analyses.

4,2 UNIT'ORMITY OF PRESSURE MEÀSUREMENT

Pressure measurements made at three different points in lhe

grain mass with all 12 pressure were within the accuracy of manometer

(0.75 % upper range value) used. There rlas no effect on the pressure

measurements, of number of holes (2 or 4) drilled near the tip of the

probe, and lengths of probes (0.200 to 0.290 m).

The static pressure was measured at 32 points in the grain mass

and 3 poÍnts in the plenum. in all tests the pressures at the lhree

points in the plenum were wilhin 1 eo of the average pressure. The

s+-atic pressure measured in the grain mass rras found to increase lin-

early with increase in bed thickness. These results are in agreement

with those reported by Husain and Ojha (1969) and Chuma et al.

(1e83).
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Also, the pressure measurements at different depths (0.050'

0.100, 0.150, 0.200, 0.250 n from bin wall) across the grain mass

were wit,hin the accuracy of manometer (0,75 eo upper range value).

Hence, the walI effects at the centre, 0.'150-rn from the walls' Irere

negligible. The difference between maximum and minimum differential

pressures (Sec. 3.3) were less than 3.0 eo of average differential

pressure across 1.500 m of grain bed thickness.

4,3 CoMpÀRrSoN 0F THE SHEpp EoUÀTIoN 2.2 WITH THE ASÀE EoUATIoN ¿.9

The Student's t-test as described in Sec.3.9.5 was done for a]l

four treatnents of three test grains. The values of t-statistics

were afways higher for the Shedd equation 2.7 than for the ASÀE equa-

tion 2.8. Therefore, the Shedd equation is a better representation

of the test data t,han the ÀSÀE equation However in two tests (CwvS,

BHS), residual sums of sguares were lower for the ÀSÀE equation

which indicate that this equation rlas a better fit for those tests.

The data of test WVS2 were fitted to the Shedd equation 2.7 by

both log-Iinearized and nonlinear regression, and to ÀSÀE equation by

nonlinear regression approaches (nig. 4,2'), The log-tinear approach

gave a R-square of 0.998 for these test data, even though values of

residuals (predicted - observed pressure at given velocity) were more

at higher velocities than those by nonlinear approaches for both

equations. The residqals from the Shedd equation were lower than

those from the ASÀE equation. Hence, the Shedd equation fitteil by

nonlinear approach lvas a better fit, and was used for all tests.
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4.4 REPEÀTÀBILITY OF THE TESTS

Às mentioned in Sec 3.9.'1, two or three replications of each

test were performed to reduce experimental error. The statistical

test showed that in most of the variable combinations, the replica-

tions were not significantJ.y different from each other except for un-

cleaned wheat WVS, WHE, and barley BHS and BHE tests. The reason for

this significance could, possibly, be that the effect of uncontrolled

experimental variables, such as movement of the spout and height of

fall of the grain was probably more pronounced in these tests lhan

others. The in-bin bulk density of the grain (lable 4.1) might have

influenced this but similar differences in density in replications of

other tests did not produce significant differences.

The resistance data for two replications of test BHE look simi-

lar (r'ig A.f). Therefore, the above statistical test showing the

replicates significantly different (a=0.05) can be ignored for prac-

tical purposes. Thus, the data from all replications of a treatment

were combined for analyses. Haque et aI. (1982) did three replica-

tions for their experiment but averaged the dala before presenting it
graphically and (presumably) mathematically. Repeatability of test

results for airflow resistance was not presented in any of the liter-
ature cited.
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TABTE 4.'1

In-bin bulk density and porosity

Test
Nane*

ì,[ass of
Grain

(kg)

Bul k
Dens i ty

(ks/n3 )

Poros i ty

(e")

Cross- Volume
sectional

Àrea of Bin
(m2 ) (m3 )

9fvs1
!{vs2
I,lvs3

l{vEl
}lvE2

llHsl
v{Hs2

WHE'1

IüHE2

IIHE3

cwsl
${vs2

cI.¡vE1
cv{vE2

fi{HS1
cv0Hs2

CWHEl
ctfHE2

BVSl
BVS2

BVEl
BVE2

BHSl
BHS2

BHEl
BHE2

865. 9

850.4
855. 3

0.572
0.s72
0.569

1.047
1 .045
1.042

826.6
813.7
820.8

41 .9
42.8
42.3

828.0
840.0

0.571
0.572

0. 565
0. s66

0.556
0. s66

.566

. s69

44.3
43 .6

.045

.046
792,1
802. 9

852.2
856.2

0. 583
0. s66

1 .067
'1 .036

827,0
840.0
839. 1

0. s65
0. 565
0. 563

1 .034
1 .034
1 .030

799,8
812.6
814.4

43 .8
42.9
42.8

890.0
894.0

1 .044
1 .044

39.9
39,7

0.573
0.572

1 .048
1 .046

816,7
816,7

42.4
42.4

0.571
0.571

855.6
854.5

891 .5
889.4

861 .5

649,2
669. s

.566

.569

0.560
0.560

0.559
0. s63

1 .034
1 .036

862. 5
8s8.4

39.2
39.5

1 .036
1 .036

699. 3
712.0

1,026
1.024

675.7
684.4

50.2
49.6

0
0

0

0

831.4 41 ,4

692.6
573.9

685.7
671,5

1,022
1.031

662,4
654. 3

51,2
5'1 .8

710,4
690. 0

1.025
1 .025

49. 0

50.4

1,026
1.031

635,2
649,4

53,2
52,2

* Test names described in Sec. 3.9.1
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4.5 ORIENTATION OF THE KERNELS AND DOCKÀGE PRESENT IN GRAIN

To iliust,rate the kernels and dockage orientations in the grain

bed, the photographs (nig 4.4 to 4.6) were taken while conducting the

angle of repose tesLs (Sec. 3.5.5). To simulate layer fill of the

test bins in this box, the hopper r+as moved from end to end of the

box while dropping the grain in the box.

The kernel of the test grains and dockage present tend to lie
with their major axes horizontal (rig.4.4 to 4.6). Most of the par-

ticles in all the test grains are horizontaL and parallel to the

glass side, except for layer fill of uncleaned wheat where the orien-

tation of particles is more random than lhose of cleaned wheat and

barley. In the end fill, lhe kernels in the top surface of the pile

are more inclined than at the bottom (fig. 4.4À, 4.54, 4.5À). The

kernels at the instantaneous top of the pile are moved under the ef-

fect of impact of the sliding grain until they reach a sufficiently

stable orientation, major axis horizontal, to prevenl further move-

ment.

In end fill, the light particles, mainly chaff, ro11 down over

the grain pile (nig. 4.4À) whereas in layer fitl, the chaff is scat-

tered in the bin except in the lower portion of the box (fig. 4.48).

In layer filling of cleaned wheat and barley, the layers of grain

are separated by a thin layer of randomly oriented particles.
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A. End fi11ed

B. Layer filled
Fíg. 4.1. Orientation of kernel"s and dockage distribution resulting

frorn end and layer fillings of uncleaned r¡heat.
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A. End fil-led

:¡ ,

B. Layer fil-led
Fig. 4.5. Orientation of kerneLs resultÍng from end andlaver

fillings of cleaned wheat
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A. End filled
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4,6

4.6

FACTORS ÀFFECTING THE RESISTÀNCE TO ÀIRFLOI^1

'l Bulk Density

The mean in-bin bulk densities of test grains ranged from 797,5

to 820,4 kg/ns for uncleaned wheat, 816,7 to 860,4 kg/ns for cleaned

wheat, and 642.3 io 683.3 kg/ms for cleaned barley (rab1e 4.2), hiqh-

er density values being always for the layer fiIl. These bulk densi-

ties were 3.3 to 6.2, 3.8 to 9.4, and 5.3 to 12.0 % greater for un-

cleaned wheat, cleaned wheat, and cleaned barley, respectively, than

the standard bulk densities (rable 4.3). The mean in-bin bulk densi-

ties of uncleaned wheat, cleaned wheat,and cleaned bartey were sig-

nificantly different at a =0.05.

Bulk densities of all three test grains were significantly high-

er (o =0.05) for layer fill than lhose for lhe end fill. Bulk densi-

ties were 2.0, 4.0, and 5.2 eo greater for uncleaned wheat, cleaned

wheat,, and cleaned barley, respectively for layer fill than the bulk

densities for the end filI. The interaction between in-bin bulk den-

sities and treaLments y¡as not significant at o=0.05, which indicated

that each grain behaved independently of the treatment but in the

same manngr as others do for the same treatment.

In this experiment, each tes! lot of grains filled the test bin

Lo a dept,h of 1.830 m. When a commercial bin is fully filled, the

bulk density of grain in the bottom portion of the bin may be higher

than that of grain in the top portion due to the differences in the

dropping heights from the spreader or fronr the central spout, and

the packing effect of the added grain. Martineau and Britton (11982)
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TABTE 4.2

Comparison of in-bin bulk densi¡ies of test grains by Duncan's new
multiple range test.

Grain Ai rflow
Di rect i on

Fi 11 in9
l,[eihod

Treatment Duncan
Grouping

Mean Density
(kqrlm3 )

Uncleaned
wheat

Cleaned
wheat

Cleaned
barJ.ey

Vert i caI
Hor izontal
Vert ical
Hor izontal

Vert ical
Hor izontal
Vert ical
Hor izontal

Vert ical
Hor izontal
Vert ical
Hor izontal

854.1
860.4
816.5
831.4**

680.1
683.3
653.8
642.3

Layer
Layer
End
End

Layer
Layer
End
End

Layer
Layer
End
End

VS
HS

VE
HE

vs
HS
VE
HE

vs
HS

VE
HE

820.4'*
797 .5
808.9

agh

b
abh

c
c
dh
dg

A

A

t
t

* Data not available.** Only one replicate.

Note : Means with the same letter of Duncan grouping are not
significantly different at o=0.05 level.
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TÀBLE 4.3

Physical properties of test grains.

Properties Uncleaned
l{heat

Cleaned
l{heat

Cleaned
Barley

Average moisture
content, (9o)

Standard bulh

8.8 1 0.4 9.7 t 0.5 11.8 t 0.5

772.2 t 4.0 787.5 t 4.1 610.6 ! 4.4

1423.5 ! 2.6 1419.8 t 3.0 1358.2 ! 3.6

24.8 t 0.3 27.0 !. 0.6

densit
(kg/m3

v
)

Particle
dens i ty ,
( ksln3 )

Angle of repose,
(degrees )

Porosity, (e") 46 55

Note¡ Àverage of five replications except for moisture content
where the ¡nean of 15-20 observations l¡as taken. (Porosities
calculated from Eq. 3.2 using standard bulk densities and
particle densities given in this Table).

44
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and versavel and Britton (1983) demonstrated the dependency of bulk

density on height of faII. In my experiment, height of fatl ranged

from 1.800 lo 2,300 m rchereas in commercial bins, it varies from

2.000 to 20.000 m. Therefore, the bulk density of grain obtained in

this experiment may be lower than the average bulk density of grain

obLained when a commerciaL size bin is filled. Stephens and Foster

(1978) and Chang et aI. (1983) reported increases of 7 eo and 5 to 9

eo, respectively in bulk densities of wheat when spreaders were used

compared with central spout filling.

4,6.2 Dockaqe

Samples of the test grains lrere sent to the Grain Inspection Di-

vision of the Canadian Grain Commission, l{innipeg, for grading and

dockage analyses (rabte 4.4). Both cleaned and uncleaned wheat grad-

ed No. 1 Canada Western Red Spring wheat, and the cleaned barley

graded No. 1 Feed. In uncleaned wheat, there was about 0.41 eo dock-

age larger than the grain kernels (hereafter called Dr ) and about

0.68 eo dockage smaller than the grain kernels (or). Cleaned wheat

(0,12 eo) and barley (0.10 eo) had little dockage.

The resistance data for all tesls wilh uncleaned and cleaned

wheat were combined in a data set and the slatistical test (Sec.

3.9.4) showed that the cleaning of the grain resulted in significant

difference in airflow resistances at ¿=0.05 but not at o=0.01. The

graphical representations (rig. 4.7 and 4.8.) of the data show thal

the resistance curves for uncleaned wheat are above those for cleaned

wheat. The expected airflow resistances are about 6 to 20 eo higher
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TABLE 4.4

Specified grailes and dockage in the test grains*

Grain
and

Grade

Dockage

Total Desc r ipt ion

Uncleaned wheat

(t¡o. l canaäa

l,lestern Red Spring)

Cleaned wheat nil
(No. 1 Canada (less than

West.ern Red Spring)

Cleaned Barley

(No. 1 Feed)

0.04 eo chaff (by aspirator)

0.41 eo wheat heads and wild

oats (over No. 1 riilclte).

0.68 e" smaller particles including

0.14 eo small wheat (through

No. 5 buck wheat sieve).

Traces of dust (by aspirator)

1.0 e") 0.08 e" wheat heads and barley

(over No. 25 riddle)

0.04 % smaller particles includ-

ing 0.005 % small wheat

(through No. 5 buck wheat

sieve ) .

1.5 e"

nil 0.10 % chaff (by aspirator)

(less than 4.0 eo) Traces of large seeils (over

1.79-nm round hole sieve).

ni1 snaller particles (over

above sieve for snall weed

seeds ) .

Ànalyses done by the Canadian Grain Commission, Inspection
Division. (No. 5 buck wheat sieve : triangular perforations
r¡ith 1.98-mm diameter inscribed circle).
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for uncleaned wheat than those for cleaned wheat at an arbitrarily

chosen air velocity of 0.0767 n/s (Stephens and Foster 1976, 1978¡

Chang et al.1981; Chang et al. 1983; Converse et al. 1983) (table

4.5).

The factors (Sec. 2.2) which are changing in these two bulks of

wheat are dockage, bulk density, moísture content, and size of ker-

ne1s. The ilockage analysis shol¡s that Dr (0.¿l >ol is less than Dz

(0.68 e"). During the cleaning of Lhe grain, approximately 0.33 e" and

0,64 % for Dr and D2, respectively were removed. If it is assumed

that both D1 and D2 affect the airflow resistance with equal but op-

posite magnitude, then D2 is in excess of Dr by 0.3.1 eo, which could

increase the resistance of the grain. But the higher bulk density

and lower porosity of the cleaned wheat (raUte ¿.¡) should result in

more airflow resistance (Haque et al, 1982) than that of uncleaned

wheat. The change in moisture content of cleaned wheat (9.7 e.) and

uncleaned r¡heat (8.8 e") is only about 0.9 % which can not be consid-

ered a reason for this increase in airflow resislance (Haque et al.

1982). The effect of lhe 1ast, factor, size of kernels, might have

been nullified by sizes of Dr and D2.

Thus, it could be concluded from this discussion that the dock-

â9e, especially particles smaller than the kernels (Uz), had more ef-

fect on airflow resistance and hence, resulted in more resislance of

uncleaned wheat than that of cleaned wheat with less porosity and

more bulk density.
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TABLE 4.5

Resistance to alrflo¡, at 0.076Z m/s alr velocity,
theoretlcal air-power reguinement fo¡ combtnationè of
fllling methods and alrflo!, directions, and meân bulk

densltles for thFee test gnalns

Gral n

Uncl eaned
uheât

Alrflow
Dlrectlon

Vert I ca I
Vertlcal
Hor I zonta I
Hor I zonta I

Vert I ca I
Vert I ca I
Hor I zonta I
Þlor I zonta I

Vêrtlcal
Vertlcal
Hor I zonta I
Hor I zonta ¡

Fl I I lng
Method

Layer
End
Layen
End

Layer
End
Layer
End

Layer
End
Layêr
End

Bul k
Dens I ty
( kglm' )

820.4
797 .5

808.9

854. I
8 r6.6
860.4
83r.4

Increase
ln Bulk
Dens i ty t

(%l

6.2
3.2

4.7

Airflow
Res i stance

(Pa/nl

Increase ln
Reslstance (%)

Poì¡ren
Requlred Ô

¡x7 Y T (w/n, )/n

t.6
7.7
3.3
5.4

8.5
3.8
9.4
5.7

466.3
362.5
355 .2
224.2

39
3t
32
21

21
48

35

30
24
24
t6

29

55

3t

23

50

34

46

59 27
27
17

24.6
t8.3
t4.9
8.5

I
8
2
5

o
4
I
5

Cl êened
rrheat

Cl eaned
banl ey

80
53
83
42

6
6
6
6

I
I
3
3

11 .4
7.2

12.O
5.3

320.4
239.2
194.5
I to.4

65
117

Data averaged for 2 or 3 repllcatlons.

t Percent lncrease in mean bulk denslty over stândard bulk density (TabÌe 4.3).

f Values fFom horlzontal flow used as basls, for the same fllìing method, of the same grain

{ Values from end fllltng used es besls, for the same airftow direction and graln.

.a Theoretlcal alr-porren regulnemênt (Eq. 4.2) for movlng air through grain.
@
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Stephens and Foster (1978) determined the ilistribution of fine

materials (0.21 to 0.22 e") in wheat. They found lhat the fine ma-

terials ranged from 0.09 to 0.89 e" in the bin, being 0.89 e" in the

centre of the bin. There was virtually no difference in range or

uniformity of fine material dislribut,ion in wheat by two filling
methods: spreader and central spout. Chang et al. (1983) found that

for wheat with 2.0 % fine material, distribution of the fine material

ranged f rom 2.2 lo 5.3 eo, for central spout f i11, being 5.3 eo in the

centre of the bin, whereas it ranged from 1.4 to 5,4 eo for lwo

spreaders but 1.2 to 10.0 % for one spreader because of its improper

design. I did not measure the distribution of dockage in the test

bins for two filling methods, but would expect, orì the basis of re-

sults of Stephens and Foster (1978) Chang et aI. (1983), more fine

materials under the spout than at the other end of the bin. Fig 4.4

shows the distribution of dockage in the small box for both filling
methods.

4.6.3 Àirflow directions

Resistance to airflow in the vertical and horizontal directions

were calculated for the three test grains at 0.0767 n/s air velocity

(table 4.5). For this air velocity, airflow resistances of uncleaned

wheat, cleaned wheat, and barley were about.31 to 59, 21 to 48, and

65 to 117 % less for air flowing horizontally than for air flowing

vertically for the same filling method. The difference between the

horizontal and vertical flow resistances of barley (rig. 4.9) is

more than that of wheat (nig. 4.7 and 4.8), which suggests that the
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directionaL effect increases with kernel shape and size. The pres-

ence of husk, chaff and other dockage larger than the grain kernels

(Dz) in uncleaned wheat produced more difference in resistances in

these two airflow dírections than that in cleaned wheat.

The only work reported in the literature is by Lamond and Smith

(1982). On the basis of information availabte in the paper (Lamond

and Smith 1982), the resistance of barley at a vertical airflow of

0.0767 m/s was 224.4 na/m under their test conditions (t¿idas barley,

714 kg/ns bulk density; 15.2 e. moisture content; 1370 kg/nt particle

density, tesÈ apparatus: 1.370-m diameter and 2.200-m high). How-

ever, in their simulation model they used factors of 0.37 and 2.40

for airflow resistance in horizontal and vertical directions, which

resulted in calculated resistances of 93.5 Pa/m and 605.9 Pa/n, re-

speclively. This calculated resistance in the vertical direction is

about 3.4 times the value calculated from ÀSAE (1983a); and it is

about twice the value in my experirnent for vertical flow with layer

filling. The calculated resistance for horizontal flow in my test

bin varied from 110.4 lo 239.2 Pa/n for end and layer fillingsr rê-

spectively. Therefore, it can be said that there should be some oth-

er reason why traverse time is suggesting 6-7 times difference in re-

sist,ances. This could be due to differences in test conditions,

cultivars, bulk densities (17 eo more bulk density than that of my

test barley), and fitling methods (not mentioned in their paper).

At present, I r¡ould expect'"hat my test results are more relia-

b1e because I measured the airflow resistance in horizontal direction

rather than relying on the compuLer simulation approxinations.
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4.6,4 FilIinq Methods

Two filling melhods, namely, Iayer fill and end fill were used

to simulate spreader and central spou! filI, in lest bins. For all
three test grains, the estimates of Shedd equation 2.7 were signifi-

cantly different (o=0.05) for these two filting methods. The pre-

dicted values for airflow resistance at 0.0767 n/s air velocity were

higher for layer fill than those obtained for end fill for the same

airflow direcLion and grain (rabte 4.5). The higher resistance in

layer filling is due to higher bulk densities obtained (fab1e 4.5),

and the orientation of the kernels in layer fill over that of the end

fitl. This result is in agreement r¡ith findings of Stephens and Fos-

ter (1976, 1978), Chang et aI. (1981), and Chang et aI. (1983).

The magnitude of difference between layer fill and end fill was

about 29 eo for uncleaned wheat and 23 % for cleaned wheat at an air

velocity of 0.0767 m,/s in vertical flow bin. Stephens and Foster

(1978) and Chang et al. (1983) reported about 83 eo and 55 to 67 eo in-

crease in airflow resistance of wheat for spreader fitling over cen-

lral spout fitling of the fu}l size bin. The reason for higher dif-
ference could be the difference in the way the grain is added to the

pile (Sec. 2.3.4) and in the height of faIl. In ny experiment, the

resistance of barley was 34 % more wi¡h layer fill than obtained

with end filling for vertical flow direction (rable 4.5), whereas

Shedd (1953) found about 46 eo nore resistance for packecl fill of bar-

Iey than for loose fill.
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Friesen (1984) did field tests to determine the airflow resis-

tance of various crops on fully perforated floors. The airflow re-

sistance of wheat and barley calculated from the Shedd equation 2,7

with constants given by Friesen (1984) at 0.0767 m/s are 4'17 and 359

Pain, respectively. When spreaders are used, he suggested to use

factors of 1.3 and 1.5 for wheat and barley, respectively, which give

airflow resistance ot 542 and 538 Pa/n, respeclively. The resistance

at 0.0767 n/s for central spout fill is higher than the values ob-

tained in my tests for layer fill in vertical flov¡ bin.

4,'1 COMPARISON OF THE TEST DATA WITH ÀSAE DATÀ

The data generated from the equation and conslants given in ÀSAE

(1983a) were also plotted for cleaned wheat and barley in Fig.4.7 t.o

4.9. This data generation assumes perfect fit !o lhe ÀSÀE equation,

which may not be present i.n actual fact. In Fig 4.7 to 4.9, the gen-

erated data were fitted to the Shedd eguation and predicted curves

were drawn. The curves of test data are not parallel with the curves

of the ASÀE data which implies different values of constants (fable

4.6). The curves of layer filt and end fitl for vertical flow direc-

tion are always above the ÀSAE curves which suggests that the system

designed on the basis of ÀSÀE data will provide insufficient airflow.

One possible reason for the curves not being parallel to the plotted

ASÀE curve is that the curve fitting is very sensitive to any outly-

ing data points. Another explanation could be the differences in

test conditions.
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TÀBLE 4.6

Values of constants in Eq. 2,7 (Streda 1953) and Eq. 2,8 (¡S¡e 1983a)
based on combined data tor 2 or 3 replications

Test

Name A x 10-3

Shedd Equation ASAE Eguation

B À x 10-a B

Uncleaned wheat

Standard

ltvs

t{vE

t{Hs

I{HE

Cleaned wheat

Stanilard

cl{vs

cÍruE

fiüHS

CT{I{E

Cleaned barley

Standard

BVS

BVE

BHS

BHE

8.98

8.22

6.78

4.78

1.15

1.22

1 .15

1.19

2.25

2.39

1,42

1.10

4.32

6.23

3.47

4.25

8.68*

5.69

6. 51

5.8s

4.60

1.30*

1 .11

1.17

1.13

1.21

9 .84

2.38

4.11

2.82

4.30

1 .42r,

1.23

1 .31

1.22

1.23

6 .48*

7 .54

6.85

4.43

2.50

2.91

1 .11

1 .48

1 ,07

1 .05

2.19

2.15

2,21

0.110

0.603

13.82

5.39

9.53

5.15

4.85

*
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Data generated from ASÀE equation and constants given for
standarcl conditions.



4.8 THEORETICAI AIR_PO}IER REOUIREMENT

The theoretical air-power reguirement in a grain venLilaLion

sysLem depends on the quantity of grain, becl thickness, and the kind

of grain for a given airf lor¡. Henderson and Perry U976) gave an

eguation to calculate the poner required to deliver air through

grain:

E=q'*p (4.1)

where : E=air-power, (lt),

g'= airflow rate, (ns/sl,

P = total pressure, (Pa).

To conpare lhe air-power required in horizontal and vertical

flow directions for the same filling method, ancl also within both

filling methods in ny test bins, the above equation could be rewrit-

ten as ¡

e=Q*(te/r,\ (4.21

where e = air-power, ($/n2\/nl ,

Q = air f low, lh!/s)/nz), and

(te/r,l = airf low resistance, @a/nl ,

Àir-power required to move air through grain is proportional to

resistance of grain to airflow (Eq. 4.2'). The relationships between

net air-power requirement and the rate of airflow through unit grain

bed thickness are shown in Fig 4.10 to 4.12, Àt an air velocity of

0.0767 n/s, the air-power requirement ranged from '1?.5 to 35.8, 16.5

to 30.0, and 8.5 to 24,5 walts per unit cross-section area per unit
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bed thickness (ft/nzl/nl for uncleaned wheat, cleaned wheat, and

cleaned barley, respectiveJ-y (table 4.5). At the same air velocity

(0.0757 n/sl, the grain with J.ayer filting required more power than

the grain with end filling in both airflow directions (table 4.5).

The increase in air-power requirements were 29 to 55, 23 to 50, and

34 to 76 eo f.or uncleaned wheat, cleaned wheat, and barley, respec-

tively, because layer filling resulted in higher airflow resistances,

in comparison with the end filling. Chang et al. (1983) reported

thal for test wheat the required air-power ranged from 24.0 to 40.0

M/nz)/n f.æ three dif ferent rotational spreaders and spout f itI at

an air velocity of 0.0767 n/s,

0n the basis of this discussion, there is an apparent saving in

air-power requirement for air flowing horizontally to rather than

vertically. Hencer the design of a horizontal flow bin is recommend-

ed, subject to further study (Chapter VI ).
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Chapter V

coNcrusroNs

Based on the test conditions of a test bin size 1.830 m by 1.830

n by 0.300 m, height of faIl of the grain 1.800 to 2.200 m, air ve-

locity range 0.00335 to 0.275 n/s, and three test grains: uncleaned

wheat (8.8 e" noisture content and '1 .5 eo dockage), cleaned wheat ß.1
eo moisture content and 0.12 eo dockage ) and cleaned wheat ( 11 .8 e"

noisture content and 0.10 eo dockage), the following conclusions can

be drawn from this study :

Àirflow resistances and theoretical air-power requirement for

moving air through a bed of uncleaned wheat, cleaned wheat,

and cleaned barley were 31 to 59, 21 to 48, and 65 to 117 e.

less for air flowing horizontally than for air flowing verti-

cal1y for the same fitling method, ât an arbitrarily chosen

air velocity of 0.0767 n/s.

Layer filling the test bin in comparison with end filling in-

creased the bulk density by 2,4, and 5 eo, airflow resistance

and lheoretical air-power requirement for moving air through

the grain bed by 29 to 55, 23 Lo 50, and 34 to 76 eo for un-

cleaned wheat, cleaned wheat, and cleaned barley, respective-

1y, over those obtained with the end fill, at Lhe same veloci-

ty of 0 .07 57 n/s.

2
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3. Cleaning the wheat resulted in less resistance despite a 2 eo

increase in standard bulk density and a 2 eo decrease in poros-

ity from those of uncleaned wheat.

4, The resistance daba were fitted to tlro commonly used equations

given by Shedd (1953) and ASÀE (1983a), respectively. Statis-

tical tests showed that the Shedd equation could be fitted to
lhe data with less error than the ÀSÀE equation.

5. Model bin filling techniques did not produce bulk densities

and airflow resistances comparable with those measured in a

full size bin filled with a central spout or mechanical

spreader filling methods.

6. Systems for ventilating stored grain designed on the basis of

ÀSÀE (1983a) data may deliver insufficient airflow in a com-

mercial size bin.

7. The airflow resislance of barley in lhe horizontal direction

was found to be 1.7 lo 2.2 times ]ess than that in the verti-

cal direction.

8. On the basis of theoretical analyses of air-power requirement,

the design of a horizontal flow bin is recommended, subject to

furlher studies (Chapter vI ).

As shown by the pholographs taken in small box f.220 m by 0.770

m by 0.100 m) with one side transparent, most kernels of test wheat

and barley lie h'ith their major axes horizontal.



Chapter VI

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDIES

1. Resistance to airflow should be measured for other long

grains, such as oats and paddy rice, and also with nearly

spherical particles, such as corn and rapeseed to generalize

the directional variation of the resistance.

2. Resistance of high moisture grain to airflow should be done to

make this information more useful for design purposes.

i. To relate truu"rr" time and airflow resistance of the grain,

guantitatively, both of these should be measured for the same

test conditions.

4. The effect of fine materials and fitling methods on direction-

aI variation should be further investigated in full size bin.

5. ?o decide the superior equalion between ÀSÀE ('1983a) and Shedd

(1953), more statistical tests should be performed.
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Àppendix A

ASAE Data: ASAE D272.1

RESISTANCE OF AIRFLOW TITROUGH GRAINS, SEEDS, AI\D
PERFORATED METAL SHEETS

ADorrd by lhc AS,IE Comminæ on Tæhti.¡l D¡t¡i .dopEd bv ASAE l9{8: sird ¡9s.' l9ó2;
;Ãå;itñi *ii¡oi ctrin¡c by E¡d.ic Pd.r rnd P¡æcrsini Divi¡io¡ Tæhnicd comminæ
i¡*iü6lii*e. ir"*rt*-rbrii ocamto 1978, Dcembd 197f Fvisd Dæõb.t l98o.

SECTTON I-PURFOSE AND SCOPE

t.l Thcs dst¡ c¡n bc uscd to cs¡imrtc lhc s¡rflow rc3¡il¡îe ofbcdt
of æmmon grrinr and sd¡, ¡nd of pcrfor¡tcd mclsl shæts. An
c¡tim¡tc of thi¡ ¡i¡flow rcsist¡nc is thc brsir for thc daþ of systemt

to acr¡rc 8ilin ¡nd Gd,
t.2 D¡tå ¡rc includcd fot æmmon ¡níns rnd sæds, ud for pcr
fo¡åled mct¡l shæts, ovcr thc ¡illov r¡ngc smmo¡ fol ser¡tion úd
drying ry3tcma.

SECTION 2-EMPIRICAL CURVFJ
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SECTTON {-EFFECT OF FINES ON A¡RFLOW RESISTANCE
OF SHELLED CORN

{.¡ An Gfu of edrtirq finc¡ ro ¡hcllcd oort ic ü¡ lnc¡c¡¡c in thc
rirttor ¡G'¡st¡re of thG c¡ñ¡. Thc prrsr¡rc drop pcr unit bcd dlPth caû
bG co3Ëcted þ æcq¡nt fol fl¡G¡ urint úh cqurtb¡:

prrr¡utr, P¡ ot h¡cùct ûf r¡ûcr
b.d dcpth, n oû ft
corn bull ¡hn¡ity, ly'm¡ or lb/f
conr lc¡ncl dcnr¡tt, tflm'oû lb/fr|
ri¡llor ntG. n¡/¡.m¡ c cffn/ff
X¡ = croo¡tlúb (¡cc T¡blc 2 c Tùþ 3.)

t^ft E t-VALItt f'OR CrOt{SflAXta
{¡l uÑ¡Ta, F(lß cQu^ßox lÙ
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*'hat
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SECTION s-EFFECT OF BULK DENS¡TÍ ON A¡AFLOW
RESISTANCE OF SHELLED CORN
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Appenclix B

MÀXII{IJM TOLERÀNCES FOR SPECIFIED GRADES OF WHEÀT ÀND
BÀRIEY

Descr ipt ion Canadian
Western Red
Spring No. 1

BarIey
No.1
Feed

Dockage
noíeign materiala
including cereal
grains2other than
grain itself

90

9o

1.0
0.75

0.5 9o

Nil

1.0 %

20Kx

3K

3K

30K

4
10.

1 5.0 90

10.0 eo

n.a.

10.0 eo

0.5 9o

Nil

ll .d.

n. a.

5K

0.25 9o

n.a.

0%
09o

Broken kernels3

Sprouted

Shrunken kernels 4

Soft earth pelletsc-

Heated incJ-uding
badly bin burnt 6

Fire burnt 7

Dark immature I

Inseparable seeds

Stones 3

Ergot

Smudge 1o

5.0 9o

0.5 eo

4,0 90

10. 0 eo

Source : Ànonymous (1980)

Foreign material is material other than the same class of
grain, remaining in the sample after cleaning such as
stones, pin oats or wild oats.

I

For wheat
For barley

oat, barley, and rye.
oat, wheat, and rye.

2

- 113 -
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5, less3

+

The kernels removed through buck wheat sieve No.
than 3/4 of a r¡hole kernel.

l{hole kernels lhat pass through the 0.0018 m by 0.0127 m

slotted sieve (No. 1 ) and otherwise reasonably sound.

Hand picked fron cleaned sample.

Smudge is a black or dark brown colouration or stain similar
to black po.int but extending beyond the germ area of the
kernel and/or the reddish discolouration associated with
some plant disease.

5

6

7

c

Refers to kernels having the typical colour taste or odour
of grain that has heated in storage and may include rotted,
mouldy and badly mildewed kernels

Kernels charred or scorched by fire.
Darkened kerneLs of wheat which are somewhat similar in
appearance to heated kernels, but are sound and do not have
a heated taste or odour.

te
rK' means kernel size pieces per 500 g of sample.

q Stones in all grains include hard shale, coal, hard earth
pellets.

.1o



Appendix C

AIRFTOI{ REOUIREMENT IN TEST BINS

It has been a practice to express the airflow rates in terms of

superficial velocities of air ((m3/s\/nz of. cross-section area of

bin) in the grain mass. However, Friesen et al. (9BZ) presented the

airÍIorv rate with respect to volume of grain l&/s) per m3 of grain).

For different grain ventilation methods, the common airflow require-

ment ranges fron 1.00 to 20.00 $,/sl/ns of graÍn (Sec 3.1.1). In

unsuitable weather conditions, this airflow requirement might go as

high as 120.00 {t/s\/ns (Friesen et al. 1982).

To convert these airflow rates in terms of superficial veloci-

ties of air in the grain mass, the following procedure was used:

Consider a grain column of 'h' m eaves height and unit cross-

sectional area (1 m2).

Volumeofcolumn=hm3

and the airflow rate required will be :

=h*9 m3* (r./s\/ns

=h*e l¡.'/s)

=h*q*10-3 (m3/s)

. where : q = airflow rate, $,/sl/ns.

Then, superficial velocity of air in the column would be

h * q * 10-3
(m3),/s * l/nzl0

1 .000

- 115 -
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= h * q * 10-3 63 /sl /n2

To achieve same air velocity in my test bins, the required air-
flow rate should be¡

Q'=h*q*104*area
= h * q * 10-3 * (1.930 * 0.300)

=0.549*10-sr.h*q ns/s

=0.549*h*q ¡./s

Height to eaves (h) in commercially available bins varies from

2.000 to 20.000 m (rriesen et al, 1982) and the normal range is 3.000

to 10.000 n.

Hence required airflow rates in test bins vary:

= 0.549 * 2.000 * 1.00 to 0.549 * 20.000 * 20.00 u/s

= 1.10 to 219.60 L/s

which give Èhe air velocity (0) f ron 0.002 to 0.400 hï/sl/nz (rable

3.1). For normal range of height to eaves (h = 3.000 to'10.000 n).

the superficial air velocity and .associated airflow raLe in test bins

vary from 0.003 to 0.200 m/s and 1.65 to 109.80 L/s, respectively.



Àppendix D

ÀIRFtOW MEÀSUREMENT

0.1 PRINCIPtE OF MEÀSUREI'{ENT METHOD

The principle of the measurement method is based on the intro-

duction of a primary device (such as orifice plate, a venturi tube or

a flow nozzle) into a pipeline through which a fluid is flowing full.
The introduction of primary device creates a pressure difference be-

tween the upstream side and the downstreanr side of the device. The

magnitude of this pressure differential depends upon the velocity and

density of lhe flowing fluid, and is taken as an indication of the

flow rate. The flow rate then can be calculated from an empirical

eguation (ISo 1980) i

Q" = Y ArK ß2 (2ap' /rf'' (c.1)

where Q" = airf low rate , hï/s)
Y = expansion factor,

Àr= cross-sectional area of pipe, (m2),

K = flow coefficient,

ß = pipe to orif ice bore ratio, G/D),

AP'= differential pressure, (Pa), and

? = densiÈy of fluid at upstream pressure, (kg/m3).

-117-
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The expansion factor Y is given by :

AP'
(c. z)

Prk

where ¡ A2 = âtêâ of orifice, (mz),

À1 = cross-sectional area of pipe, (m2),

Pr = absolute upstream pressure, (kPa), and

k = isent,ropic exponent which varies with the nature of

the gas and with its temperature and pressure.

For air, it is 1.4.

The cross-sectional area of pipe (er ) is given by

Àr = 1r/+l Dz

and orifice area (¡z) by

Àz = (-n /+l dz

where : D = pipe dianeter, (n),

d = orifice diameter, (m).

Density of air (eSMg 1971) is given by :

f 0.622 ,, 4,798
3.4837 (1+ -----)

(p - a.TgB)

P - 4.798
(c. s)

T

where 3 T = absolute temperature of air, (K),

P = absolute pressure drop, (kPa).

Reynolds number {ne), a dimensionless parameter expressing the

ratio bet¡ceen the inertia and the viscous forces, is given by :

Àz 2

Y = 1 - {(0.+l + 0.35 (---) }
Àr



?*ú*I
Re = ----

u

¡rhere: ü = the average spatial air velocity, h/sl ,

119

(c.6)

(c.7)

I = characteristic di¡nension of the system in which the flow

occurs (u or d), and

p = viscosity of air, (Pa.s).

The viscosity of air has been assumed constant for simplicity
(1.84 x 10-5 Pa.s).

The flow coefficient is the ratio of actua] florr rate to theo-

relical flon rate. It is not constant anil depends on the flow Rey-

nolds number and the pipe geometry. The following empirical equation

has been approved by both IS0 and ÀStlE standarcls and thus is known as

ISO-ÀSUE 0rifice Coefficient Equation (eSUn 1981) 3

K = [ 0.5959 + 0.0312 ß2't- 0.01940 ß8 + 0.0029 It
106 o.zs(---)
R"¡

ß4
+ 0.039

(1 - ß4)

1

- 0.0158 ß3 1 t--------l
(1 - ß4)
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D.2 COMPUTATION OF ÀIRFLOI{ RATE

The computation of airflow rate is affected by replacing the

different terms on the right hand side of the basic formula by lheir

numerical values.

The computation itself involves no difficulty other than of

arithmetic nature and merely calls for the following points:

1. Flow coefficient (tt) is dependent on Reynolds number (ne)

which is itself dependent on airflow rate (0't). In such cases

the final value of flow coefficient (tt), and hence of flow

rate (0), is Èo be obtained from iteration from an initial
chosen value of flow coefficient (or Reynolds number). Gener-

ally, it is convenient to adopt the value of K at a Reynolds

number of 106 as the starting point.

2, For the purpose of the measurement, it is necessary to know

the mass density and the viscosity of fluid under the condi-

tions of measurement.

À conputer program was developecl in BASIC to calculate the air-

flow rate for a given upstream pressure, differential pressure, roon

temperature and almospheric pressure.




